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ABSTRACT

Hydrodynam i c mode I s are used to ana I yse the sea surface

eìevations der ived from the SEASAT al timetry over Hudson Bay $5o-

62oN to 77o- gl'w) and. rhe East China Sea and yeilow Sea (25"- 38'ru

to ì2oo- l30"E). Periods of significant atmospheric disturbances

during the SEASAT mission are selected for this study. These

includes periods of Aug lr-6 and Aug l8-2ì for Hudson Bay and July 28

- Aug 2 and Aug l8-2ì for the East China Sea and yellow Sea area.

l'leteorological forcing functions, which are needed by the sea modeì,

are der ived by a 2-dimensional gr id that i s governed by a set of

theoreticaì and empi r ical meteorological relations over the study

area. 0ver the East China Sea and Yel low Sea, in particular, tides

are known to be important and introduce a large spat¡al and time

variabi I ity in the sea surface eìevation. They are thus also

included in the sea mode¡ (t'la., sz, Kr and 0r tidal constituents

onìy). Through these models and some knowledge regarding other known

sea surface phenomena (booy tide, ìoading tide and steric variation

of the ocean), a major part of the time-dependent sea surface

variation can be predicted to compare statistical ly with the

satellite altimetric measurements and can achieve the objectives of

ocean bottom friction study. An optimization approach to estimate

the ocean bottom frictional coefficient in the numerical sea models

with respect to the alt¡meter data is described. To obtain a proper

representat i on of the sea surface wi nd stress for th i s

investigation, a number of recently publ ished quadratic wind stress

formulae have been tested prior to the modelling. Two of the most

common frictional laws for the ocean bottom are dealt with as

xi



described in this thesis. From a totaì of l5 sateì I ite orbit tracks

over the areas, the optimization resuìts based on the I inear and

quadratic frictional laws indicate that the true ocean bottom

friction coupì ing mechanism may be different from the conventional ly

adopted one. Dur i ng calm to moderate wi nd speed (< lO m/s)

environment (Hudson Bay experiment) , a range of I inear friction

coef f ic ients between O.239 cmls and 0.712 cmls v,,as obta ined wh i le

the quadratic friction coefficient was found ranging from 0.00ì! to

0.00465. When the same experiment was performed during two tropical

storm periods over the area of East China Sea and Yel low Sea, a

consistent and smal ìer range of quadratic friction coefficient of

0.0023 to 0.0027 was obtained.

Part of this thesis is devoted to the study of the transient sea

state in SEASAT altimetry. The SEASAT Geophysicaì Data Record (GDR)

fi ìe contains a number of corrections for satel I ite instruments,

atmospher i c del ay, oceanograph i c and geophys i caì effects. However,

the transient sea surface variation due to ocean circulation and

wind surge is not implemented. The magnitude of the variation

demonstrates its significance in satel I ite (SEASAT) altimetry

through the application of the Hudson Bay sea model on the selected

time periods. The resuìts also illustrate that the transient sea

state model I ing technique can easi ly be accommodated to other

correction algorithms provided for the altimeter data.

Since the accuracy of the simulated sea surface eìevat¡on rel ies,

i n turn, on the accuracy of the i nput atmospher i c forc i ng,

comparisons between the geophysical ly derived wind fields and the

xtt



SEASAT-ALT retrieved w¡nd fieìds are made and discussed. The

geostrophic wind is extracted from the llSL pressure chart by a

finite difference approximation of the atmospheric pressure

gradient. From a large wind speed database of /80 aata points,

comparisons are made in the Hudson Bay experiment and vaìues of 1.4

m/s for the mean difference and .l.8 m/s for the standard derivation

are obtained over a wind speed ranging from I m/s to ì0 m/s.

xttt



CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

For many years, efforts in geodynamics have been spent involving

the development of the gìobaì ocean tide model (Sctrwiderski (1980)

and Pekeris and Accad (1969)), the study of the lunar orbit, and the

invest igat ion of the var iab le rotat ion of the Earth (l,1unk and

l,lacDonald (ì960) and Lambeck (197Ð) . f,lost of these probìems require

some degree of knowìedge about the ocean bottom friction and, even

more importantly, the understanding of the coupl ing mechanism

between the fluid ocean and the solid earth. ln the development of

the global ocean tide model, for example, one arrives at the bottom

fr i ct i on term through the i ntegrat i on of the Nav i er-Stokes equat i ons

with the Boussinesq replacement of the Reynoìds stress tensor. A

certain form of the ocean bottom friction term has to be assumed to

complete the problem. Another weì I known exampìe is the evaluation

of tidal dissipat¡on by finding the rate of work per unit surface

done by the current at the sea f loor (Jeffreys (l9ZO, ì92 l) ) . The

success of this approach rel ies on the knowìedge of the frictional

coefficient (or constant) which links the frictional force at the

ocean fìoor, either ìinearly or quadraticaìly, with the current

veìocity. Not only is the frictional coefficient important in the

context just descr ibed, a var iety of storm surge and local ocean

tide model I ing problems require a simi lar dissipation mechanism to

integrate the results more accurately (e.9. Heaps(ì969), Tang and

lloon (1984) , l,loon and Tang (1984) , Stock (1976) , and Grace (1930) ) .



The main objective of this thesis is to estimate the ocean bottom

frictional coefficient. Two laws of friction are seperately

considered: Frictionaì force proportional to (ì) the depth-averaged

current veìocity and (2) the square of the depth-averaged current

velocity. The methodology used to accompì ish this objective requires

the processed SEASAT altimetric-derived sea surface height data and

the resuìts of simulation from numerical modeìs. The SEASAT

altimeter data including some correction algorithms were obtained

from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National 0ceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The time varying part of the sea

surface eì evat i on i s extracted from the al t imeter data by removi ng

the time-independent geoid. This is done by empìoying the time

varying sea surface equation derived in Chapter ll (atso discussed

by Cartwright and Alcock (ì98.l) and Le Provost (1983)). The

per i od i ca I components of the t ime vary i ng sea surface eì evat i on can

be analysed from various sources for their contribution to the net

observat i on. Here, the g I oba ì ocean t i de tape prepared by

Schwiderski (.l978) is ulti I ized. As far as the non-periodical

components, which are due to the meteorological driving forces, are

concerned, a numerical sea model is used to reproduce their

magnitudes. This 2-dimensional sea modeì expl ictly includes the

ocean bottom term in the formulation, So that direct adjustment to

the frictional coefficient can be performed to study the simi larity

between the model and the observations.

Two regions of coastal

Hudson Bay area of Canada

area. As a first attempt,

areas are selected in this study: (l)

and (2) East China Sea and Yel low Sea

a 2-dimensional sea model based on the

2



verticaì ly integrated hydrodynamic differential equations is

developed over Hudson Bay. This modeì is capabìe of reproducing the

response of the sea caused by meteorological forcing, atmospheric

pressure gradient and wind stress, imposed at the sea surface. As a

consequence to the development, a 2-dimensional atmospheric modeì is

also developed, using the finite difference form of the geostrophic

wind-pressure gradient baìance equation. This model operates at

some height above the sea model and provides the necessary input

forcings as a function of time and space to the sea model.

The finite difference sea model of the East China Sea and Yellow

sea is a slightly different version, as ¡t includes the modelling

of advection phenomena and ocean tide beside the meteorological-

induced motion.(Cnoi (1980,1983)). Atmospheric model is also

required to compute the forcings prior to the computation of the sea

surface response. These models and the ones used in Hudson Bay form

the fundamental algorithms for the objective of estimating the

frictionaì coefficient from satellite altimeter data.

Since the model set up for a particular area is ful ly

computerized, it provides an additional correction algorithm to the

altimeter data coììected by a satellite. lmportant physical

parameters such as the ocean bottom topography and the shorel ine

geometry are bui lt into the model with a selected resolution grid

s i ze. The correct i on al gor i thm wh i ch deal s wi th the sea surface

height variation caused by random meteorological forcings is not

included in the SEASAT Geophysical Data Record (GDR) for the users.

Although this correction procedure is only demonstrated for the

3



seìected time per iods here, it can be used routineìy once the

correction scheme is set up for an area of interest. The results of

this aìgorithm show that the sea surface elevation change aìong the

satelìite tracks can be sufficientìy large to affect the accuracy

for the SEASAT measurements needed for the geophys i ca I and

oceanograph ic appl ications.

This thesis also reports some results of wind speed comparison

between the SEASAT-ALT inferred wind speed and the geostrophicaì ìy

der i ved sea surface wí nd speed. Bes i de the necess i ty of an

independent set of data, the number of the comparisons aìso has to

be sufficiently ìarge so that any discrepancy observed during the

correlation may be statisticaì ìy evaluated. This type of comparison

can be made possibìe in this study partìy because of the size of the

wind prediction model and partly because of the avai labìe frequency

of the SEASAT passes during the selected t¡me periods. Since the

surf ace wind f ields are der ived f rom the I'lean Sea Leveì (¡4SL)

pressure charts, they are assumed to be good estimates of the ground

truth. This assumption is also important in the comparison. The

results of 780 wind speed comparisons, made during the periods of

August 4 to 6 and August 18 to 21, during the Hudson Bay experiment

are presented. To make an objective assessment of our comparison,

recent results by various authors (Fedor and Brown (1982) and l.lentz

et al. (1982)) are also presented (Table 5.Ð.

4



CHAPTER I I

ALT I I'IETER DATA AND THE I R USIS FOR OCEAN BOTTOT,I STUDY

The generaì equation of time varying sea surface topography is

discussed in this chapter. The anaìysis of such equation allows one

to combine the corrected satel I ite observations with modeì results

and to extract information regarding ocean bottom friction. Each

component in the total time varying sea surface eìevation equation

is described.

F i rst, two common probl ems i n geophys i cs and oceanography that

need the knowl edge of ocean bottom fr i ct i on coeff i c i ent are

reviewed. These problems are not treated in this thesis, but they

are outì ined to signify the importance of ocean bottom friction.

SEASAT objectives are then presented with an introduction to the

algorithms which were used to process them into usabìe form. some

correct i ons due to the t ime vary i ng meteorol og i ca I forc i ngs, but not

impl emented i n the SEASAT GDR f i le, are then d i scussed and a

model I ing algorithm is proposed to solve these problems. Finaì ìy,

based on the formulation of the time varying sea surface equation,

an unigue approach to study the ocean bottom friction is described.

l. Two Geodynam i c Problems lnvolvinq Ocean Bottom Friction

(e) T ida I Dissipation

Although tidal dissipation has long been recognized as an

5



important dynamic I ink to the behaviour of lunar orbit and the

Earthrs rotation, the actual mechanism of how the energy is lost is

yet a fascinating probìem that attracts researchers from various

branches of physical science. As more and more evidence has pointed

towards the ocean as a major energy sink (Lambeck (1975,1977, and

l98o), Zahel (ì978), and Pekeris and Accad (1969)), ¡t has become

critical to understand the role of the ocean in whole earth

geodynamics and particuìarìy the mechanism through which the tidal

energy is dissipated.

To investigate the tidal energy dissipation in the world's ocean,

one general approach is to use the energy integrals of Laplace's

tidal equations. Substituting the momentum equations into the

continuity equation (eq. Lambeck (,l980) and Stock (.l976))' gives:

¿ , (energy flux) dtt
Æ

.....(2.1)
d.t

(KE + PE)

where the first and second terms on the left-hand side correspond to

the rate of change of kinetic and potential energy per unit ocean

surface. The last term on the left-hand side i s the rate of

divergence of the energy fìux carried by the current. W is the work

done on the unit ocean surface by the tidal potential and the

movement of the sea floor due to solid tide and ocean tidal loading.

The last term on the right-hand side is the rate of tidal energy

dissipation. Equation (2.1) is the generally accepted formulation

for tidal energy balance in ocean tidal problems. Despite different

assumptions on the mechanism of dissipation, quite consistent

results in the estimation of energy dissipation rate for ¡12 tide

were obtained by different authors. These are summarized by Lambeck

6
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(.l980). The mathematical form of the energy dissipation mechanism

is usual ly expressed by ocean bottom friction but an other

unspecified mechanism has also been used. Averaged over one tidaì

cycle P, equation (2.,|) is simplified to:

o=(dof).j(fy) ds .....(2.2)
acÊâ^l

with
fo+P

t"^) " " ' (z'¡)
dt,

dt

Since there is no transport of water across the ocean-continent

boundaries, the energy flux term in equation (2..|) vanishes. Hence

the rate at which the energy is dissipated throughout the ocean is

proportional to the rate at which work is done on it by total tidal

force.

#t) ;!

To evaluate this

(llunk and llacDona I d

dissipation term three approaches are possible

(1960) and Lambeck (tglÐ),

(i) the rate of work per unit surface done by the current on

the sea fIoor,

(¡i) the rate of work per unit time and per unit area across

the entrances to shalìow sea, and/or

(¡i¡) the mean rate of work per unit area done by the sun and

moon on the ocean surfaces.

The first approach depends on the third power of the veìocity and

the rate of energy d i ss i pat i on i s expressed as:

7



.....(2.4)

J

hrhere F =
I

lUl is ttre ocean bottom friction and C is the

dimensionìess coefficient of friction (quadratic friction

coefficent). The exact vaìue of C is unknown but experiences in

tidal modelling indicate that the magnitude of C is approximately

0.003 (Schwiderski (1978)). An other form of ocean bottom friction

can also be used to represent the dissipation mechanism

(Jeffreys (192.|) and Perkeris and Accad (1969)). For example,

Perkeris and Accad (ì969) introduce the friction force that is

linearly proportional to the tidal velocity G =lL Úl rarher rhan

to the square of the velocity to model the 1,12 tide in the world

oceans. Unl ike the dimensionìess quadratic friction coefficient, the

constant of proportional ity in I inear bottom friction law has

dimension of velocity.

Lambeck (1977,1980) has presented an argument to show that most

of the tidal energy is dissipated in shal low seas by comparing the

rate of energy dissipation in open oceans to astronomical observed

tidal accelerations. lf the argument is indeed true, then energy

dissipation can also be evaluated by calculating the rate of energy

flux across the entrances to shal low sea through the divergence

theorem plus the work done on the encìosed sea by the moon (t'tiller

(.l964,1966)). tne last approach is the torque nethod. lt is a direct

calculation of the rate of at which work is done by the sun and moon

on the ocean surface. Th i s requ i res the ocean t i de to be known

everywhere and the inadequacy of present tidal modeìs is often the

,/-E-
dt

J-¡
U.F

Jc Ù

I



weakness of this approach.

(Þ) I'lechan i sm of Surqe-Tide I nteraction

An important physicaì oceanographic problem is the study of the

interaction mechanism between wind surge and tide. ln the last two

decades, a surge forecasting program has actively been developed in

the Great Britian for the North Sea area (Heaps (1965, 1969 and

1983), Davies (1976 and ì978) and Flather (1972, 1976 and ì979)).

The major difficulty of operating such a program has been the

influence of tide on the surge propagation. The ocean tide not only

changes the surge amp I i tude but a I so the phase speed of the

propagat i ng surge.

It is only very recently that the interaction between these two

phenomena has quantativeìy been studied (Prandle and Wolf (1978a and

1978b)). ln their approach, the surge and tide interactionwas

examined by the cross-l inkage terms representing the effect of surge

on tide and that of the tide on surge. Their results show that the

interaction mechanism between tide and surge is primari ìy associated

wi th the bottom f r i ct i on term.

z An Oceanooraohv Satellite: SEASAT

The SEASAT project was initiated in 1975 after completion of

Phase A and B pre-project studi es i n 1973 and 197\. I t was

sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration (NASA)

and the design of the spacecraft and the management of the project

were the responsibi I ¡ty of various government agenies and scientific

organisations; Goddard Space Fl ight Center (GSFC), Jet Propulsion

9



Laboratory (JPL) , Lockheed l'1i ss i I es and Space Company (Lt'lSC) 
'

Wallops Flight Center (l^JFc) , and Langley Research Center (LRC). The

pr imary objective of the project was to demonstrate the feasibi I i ty

of satel I ite remote sensing techniques for both oceanographic and

geophys ical appl i cations.

The project featured a satel I i te that carr i ed f ive mi rcowave

sensors (see Figure 2.1) incìuding a radar altimeter (ALT)' a

SEASAT-A satel I ite scatterometer (SASS), a synthetic aperture radar

(SAR), a visible and infrared radiometer (Vlnn), and a scanning

mutichannel mircowave radiometer (Slill4R). lts purpose v'ras to give a

continous global monitoring of oceanographic and surface

meteorologicaì features and phenomena. The data collected by SEASAT

can be broadìy classified into two types:

(1) 0ceanographic data - wave heights, internal waves' sea

ice, ocean topography, sea-surface temperature and winds'

and the mar i ne geo i d.

(2) l.leteroroìogical data - clear air-sea temperature' cloud

position, atmospheric water vapour concentration, and

c I oud-top br i ghtness and temperature.

The SEASAT satel I i te, wh i ch was I aunched on June 28 , 1978,

carr i ed the sensors onboard the 2290 kg pl atform i n a near I y

circular orbit with an inclination of lO8 deg at an altitude ot 8OO

km. lt circled the earth ì4 t¡mes per day (l0l min orbit period),

cover ing 95?6 of the global oceans every 36 hrs, and returned useful

data unti I it experienced a massive short circuit in the power

system. Shortly after the satel I i ters fai lure on day lO5, NASA

l0
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Figure 2.1: SEASAT Configuration.
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rev¡ewed the achievement of the SEASAT mission objectives and

concluded that most of the original goaìs could be attained with the

avai Iable data. To evaluate the SEASAT performance, the Seasat Data

Ulti I ization Project was formed by NASA to determine the rel iabi ì ity

of the data. The evaluation process is divided into 4 stages;

engineering assessment, sensor evaluation, geophysical evaluation,

and evaluation through appì ications.

The f i rst and second stages are pr imar i I y concerned wi th the

comparison of the in-fl ight data with prelaunch test data and the

verification of the instrumental cal ibration and correction

algorithms. }{hi le the first two stages have been completed for al I

sensors (Lame et aì. (1980)), the third stage, which concentrates on

the accuracy assessment of the geophysical parameters derived from

the sensors, i s onl y compl eted for the al t imeter and scatterometer;

the mircowave radiometer and synthetic aperture radar are currently'

under evaluation. Although the evaluation of the SEASAT data has not

entirely been accompl ished, the Seasat evaluation teams have

demonstrated the feasibi I ity of spaceborne microwave remote sensing

techn i ques for measur i ng both oceanograph i c and atmospher i c

parameters to an useful accuracy. Some the evaluation results are

presented in the Journal of Geophysical Research (AGU), Volume 87,

Number C!, 1982 (SEASAT evaluation and accuracy assessment special

issue). ln this thesis an application of the SEASAT altimeter data

is carried out to incorporate wi th final stage of the evaluation

process, which is deal ing with the usefulness of the altimeter data

on d i fferent type of oceanograph i c and geophys i ca I research tasks .

I n add i ti on, compar i sons between the wi nd speed retr i eved from the

12



aìtimeter

are made

pa r ameter

data and that obtained from an independent source of data

as part of the accuracy assessment on the oceanographic

derived from the altimeter.

Tabìe 2.ì SEASAT Altimeter Data Gap Durations
Than Three Hours and Twenty l'linutes

G rea ter
i n 1978

Da ta
Gap

Start Time End Time Durat i on

Dayrk 1ime, UT Day T ime, UT Days T i me, UT

I

2

3
4

5
6

7
I
9

l0
lt
l2
t3
r4
t5
l6
17

r78
l8l+
185
t85
187
ì98
206
227
230
235
238
2\O
2\\
250
253
256
256

1 938: 34
21\2:15
0001:00
0\26217
08l8:25
l9l8: l5
0140:23
0ll2:30
0107 : l3
09ì6: l9
0705:0 I

1 340: 33
1 655 zot
2223256
O\32203
0407 :0 I
I 7l+6:01

84
85
8¡
87
88

l9 l7:04
0418:39
0418:39
031k222
042 I :44
ì 016: 48
0258:4 I

1028:26
0937 226
125\:07
I I 17: ì4
1 648:08
0144:20
0230:52
O2\3:38
1738: l4
0006: 24

5 2338230
063622\
0417:39

1 22\8205
2003: l9

6 I \58233
I 0ì 18: l8

0915256
o915t56
0337 z\8
041 2: l3

4 0306:35
4 0849: l9
2 o3\7 256
2 22ìl:35

ì33ì: l3
1 0620223

205
207
227
230
235
238
2\\
2\g
253
256
256
258

¡t Count i ng f rom the beg i nn i ng of 1978 .

Although the SEASAT mission was planned to have a continous

sensor operation, there were a number of breaks in the data due to

satel I ite maneuvers, êñgineering assessment activities, and hardware

problems which gave rise to data anomaì ies. These anomal ies incìude

altimeter internal temperature changes above design I imit, altimeter

transmitter tripped off due to spacescraft bus voltage dropped below

the design minimum, and the droping of the transmitter pol^rer. Table

2.1 I ists the data gaps greater than more than 3 hours and 20

r3



minutes. ln addition, SEASAT data set also suffers from data

anoma I i es due to geograph i c surface features . The most genera I

types of these features, hlhich result in an increase in automatic

gain control (AGC) fol lowed by an apparent increase in the

Signif icant Wave Height (St"lH), are islands, Pêîinsulars, the edge of

land boundaries, smooth open oceans, ocean ice, and raincel ls in

open ocean. Fortunately, these types of anoma'l ies occured

infrequently and the processing algorithm would I imit these effects

to a constant values of 20 m in significant wave height (SWH)

environment whenever they occured.

(e) SEASAT Altimetry

The SEASAT altimeter physicaì ly consists of two main components,

(i) RF section with antenna attached and (i i) signal processor

section. The first section is 1.048 m in diameter by 0.78.l m high

and the second component is !0.8 cm long by 34.2 cm wide by 2i.) cn

high. The total weight of the al timeter ìs 93.8 kg which i s

approximately l/25 of the weight of the satel I ite itself.

The altimeter coverage varies from 2.4 to l2 km depending on

sensor pointing angle, field-of-view, and sea state. The main

feature of the instrument, which is instal led in the signal

processor section, is the mircoprocessor implementat¡on of the

closed-loop range tracking, automatic gain control (AGU), and real-

time estimation of SWH. ln addition, a linear Fltl transmitter with

32O llH'z bandwidth yields a 3.12! n-sec time delay resolution. Such a

high resolution design of instrumentation is made in conjuction wi th

the requ i rements of the exper i ment obj ect i ves .
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Functional ly, the aì timeter

(l) the aìtitude between the

beneath the satelìite

foììowing quantities:

and the sea surface

for ì sec average.to l0 cm root-mean-square

Q) the significant wave height

an accuracy of 0.! m or ì02

(3) the radar backscatter

measures the

spacecraf t

precision

(SwH) from l

, wh i chever

the

to 20 m with

greater.

ocean surface

at least I db

coefficíents of

with an accuracy

IS

of

All these accuracy specifications are based on the requirements

of the geodetic and oceanographic communities. The requirement of

l0 cm rms accuracy for hei ght measurements enabì es the SEASAT

altimeter to separate time varying features such as geostropic

currents, tides, wind pi le-up, and storm surge. A cìosely related

function of the aìtimeter to the first requirement is the

measurement of

the surface

specification

also has its

SWH. The necessity of SWH measurement is to remove

roughness b i as i n order to reach the l0 cm rms

i n a ì t i tude measurement. However, the Sl./H measurement

own purpose which is, when combined with surface

wave spectra, and wind measurement, to forcast the

state. The last function of the altimeter is the

the nadir wind magnitude at an elevation of .|9.5 
m.

the convers i on of backscatter coeff i c i ents to wi nd

temperature,

worìd wide sea

measurement of

This requries

speed by the

I ater chapter.

Three Branch Algorithm which wi ì I be described in a

(Þ) 0bservation on the Sea Surface Heiqht and tJind Speed

The measurements of the distance between the satellite and the

sea surface is based on the round-trip travel t¡me , ô t, reguired

t5



for an electromagnetic pulse with a repetition rate of 1020 Hz,

emitted from the altimeter antenna and then reflected back to the

antenna by the sea surface. Since the pulse is transmitted from the

alt¡meter electronics, the distance, h, between the altimeter

antenna and the ocean surface measured by the altimeter has to be

adjusted accordingìy as fol lows:

c ("t+te) .....(z.s)
!,

where ê ¡s the speed of light and te is the two-\^Jay travel time of

the pulse from the antenna to eletronics. Each measurement given by

the altimeter equipment is based on l0 puìses which occured during

an interval of 0.1 s. The final height measurement provided in the

aìtimeter GDR tape is the averaged value of .l00 pulses in one second

interval. This interval corresponds to a distance of 7OO m between

the centers of two circular satel I iters eye views formed by the

intersection of the sea surface and the wave front. ln this manner,

the altimeter gives a continuous observation as a function of

latitude, longitude, and time.

Using an empirical ly determined ground processing algorithm, the

information regarding the backscatter coefficient, o¿ , of the ocean

surface beneath the spacecraft can be obtained. The derivation of

the backscatter coefficient is essential ly based on the cal ibrated

data from the AGC loop that is implemented in the Adaptive Tracker

Unit(ATU) inside the signal processor section. The ATU is a

microcomputer where height tracking, AGC, and the real time estimate

of SWH are performed (Townsend (.l980)). The algorithm, which is

used to accompl ish the estimation of êl , r,ras determined on the basis

t6
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of prelaunch experimental data and is given by:

% = 39.93 - Cali -¿AGCi + 30 log ___L___
T+-4.1

* Latt * Latm * B ..... (2.6)

where

4 - ocean backscatter coefficient in db.

Cal i - measured vaìue of the cal ibrate mode attenuator for

step i.

¿AGCi - AGCi-AGC; AGCi is the caì ibrated mode AGC for step

i and AGC is the measured AGC of the ocean surface.

h - measured aì ti tude

Latt - loss in antenna gain at the nadir due to off nadir

pointing.

Latm - atmospheric loss.

B - bias determined from evaluating on orbit data.

The integer value i is chosen to minimize ¿ AGCi in the process.

The determinations of Latt and Latm require knowledge of the antenna

pointing direction and local atmospheric condition. The vaìue of B,

which is roughìy -1.5 db, has been determined tentatively during the

Gulf of Alaska Experiment(GOASEX) with the availabìe data from the

GEQS and SEASAT orbit intersections. However, the source of error

associated with this bias is not currently understood and this leads

to an uncertainty to the wind speed inferred from the backscatter

coefficient.

were recorded by the

where these data were

Al ì the col lected data

Tracking Data Network (STDN)

NASA Sateìlite

then transmi tted
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to the Goddard Space Fl ight Center (GSFC) for processing.

At GSFC the data are sorted, merged, and time tagged to produce a

time ordered f ile cal led Project ltlaster Data F ile (Pl4DF) . There, the

Attitude-Qrbit (A-0) File was aìso created that contains both the

Definitive Orbit Fi le (DOF) and Def¡nitive Attitude F¡ le (DAF). The

DoF is a record of the SEASAT orbit defined by a set of earth

centered coordinate system at 2 min intervaìs, whereas the DAF is a

record of SEASAT attitude defined on a set of geocentric orbital

reference axes as a function of time. Al I these fi les produced by

GSFC were shipped to JPL for further processing.

The operations in the processing center at JPL were described by

Tapley et al. (1982). These include data decommutation, units

conversion, foot print calculation, instrument cal ibrations E

corrections, blunder point editing, etc. The fi le produced after

th i s step i s ca I led the l'laster Sensor Data Record (¡1SDR) wh i ch was

then separated for individual sensor cal ìed the Sensor Data Record

(sDR). The last step is the production of the Geophysical Data

Record (GDR). This was formed by adding to each SDR the orbital

information, coefficients and constants for data corrections due to

oceanographic and atmospheric effects, and anci I lary information

such as marine geoid' ocean and sol id earth t¡de models.

(g) Processinq of Aìtimeter Data

ln order to achieve the precision of l0 cm rms over I s interval

specification, a number of corrections have to be applied to the raw

measurements. The satel I i te height above the ocean surface, h,

l8



measured by the altimeter can be expressed as (Tapìey et al

(t982)):

h (h,
5

+
etm

h.. t h1 J ht t ho + e) ..... (2.7)+

where

+h
t

h h
a

h. the distance from satel I ite center of mass to reference

ellipsoid at the altimeter sub - sateìlite point as

determined from SEASAT orbit computation.

the effect of the spacecraft geometry including the

di stance from al timeter feed to satel ì i te center of mass

and the effect of spacecraft pointing in a nonvertical

direction.

the sum of total instrumentaì delays including constant

residual bias after al I instrument corrections are made.

sum of the atmospheric path length corrections due to

the dry troposphere, wet troposphere, and ionosphere.

the correction due to the sea surface and radar puìse

interaction including the electromagnetic focusing and

skewness of the surface wavehe i ght d i str i but i on.

the geoid height.

the correction of the soi ld earth and ocean tides.

time varying ocean surface topography due to ocean

circulation phenomena, inverse barometric response,

wind setup, etc.

random measurement noise.

These e I ements

nr?

h n

h¿* -

hr.

h3

h¡

ho

e

wh i ch contr ibute to the al t imeter hei ght

grouped into 3 components on the basis of their

r9
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physical characteristics; (l) fundamental effects - orbitaì error,

atmospheric effects, timing error from instruments, and orientation

of the spacecraft, (2) anci I lary effects - geoid model, sol id earth

and marine tides, time varying ocean surface features, and lastly

(3) random error including unknown height contribution error.

Except for the infìuence of the time varing ocean surface phenomena,

the analysis and accuracy assessment of the rest of the effects have

been conducted by variour authors and the results are summarized by

llarsh (1982) and Tapley et al. (1982). Table 2-2 gives the source,

type, and magnitude of errors for each of the above corrections.

As shown, the dominant source of error in the measurement is due

to the inaccuracy of satelìite orbit computation which in turn

depends on the precision of the earth's gravi ty model, lunar and

solar gravitational effects, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric

drag, and track i ng stat i ons coord i nates. The SEASAT orb i t on GDR

tape was determined to have approximately .|.5 m rms accuracy and it

is long wavelength in nature of rough ly once per revol ut ion (l'larsh

and Wi I I iamson (1980) ) . Thus, studies of time dependent ocean

surface features shorter than a few thousand ki lometers should not

be greaty affected by this. This inaccuracy in orbital

determination, however, ilây result in a rDCr shifting of the

altimeter height measurements in regional or small scale study.

'ì
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Tabìe 2.2 SEASAT Altimeter Data Error Budget:'r.

Types of
Error

Source of
Error

Ampl i tude of
E r ror (cm)

Residuaì Error
Af ter l'lodelì ing (cm)

lonosphere Free eìetrons

Liquid l.later Cloud Rain

Altimeter
Aìtimeter

Sea State
Bias

Troposphere
Troposphere

Noise
Bias

Wavehe i ght
6 tracker

A i r l'lass
Water Vapour

Grav i ty
Drag

Solar Radiation
Stat i on Locat i on

Data time tag

Atmospher i c
Pressure

l.lass D istr ibut ion

Lunar and Solar
Grav i ty
Lunar and Solar
Gravity

10.0

729éofH

240 .0
I 0 .0-40 .0

2 .0- 20 .0

ì0.0-t00.0

ì0.0 km

300 .0
300.o
ì00.0

50 .0

.l00.0 
m

20.0

ì 00.0

2Zof H

5.0

3.0

2.0 m

2.0

l0 .0

5.0
2.0

0.7
3.0

3.0

r40
30
30
t0

0rbital
0rbital
0rbitaì
0rbital

Error
Error
Error
Error

0
0
0
0

Timing

Depress i on
of Sea ìevel

Geoid

Body T i de

0cean Ti des

* Taptey et al. (ì982)

ln the altimeter GDR tape, both the raw measurements and the sea

surface hei ght above the reference eì I i psoi d are i nc I uded. The

measurements of the sea surface height above the standard el I ipsoid,

defined by a semimajor axis of 6378.131 km and a flattening of

1/298.257, have been corrected for the instrumentaì effects from the

sensor record and atmospheric effects using orbit information

suppi led by GSFC. Also, values of geoid height, sol id earth and

2t



ocean tides, and barometric pressure are also given in the GDR tape

for the users. Aìthough the 1.5 m rms orbital accuracy is observed,

the experience from the investigation indicates that a vaìue of ì0

cm radial orbitaì accuracy can be achieved for future satellite if

there is any improvement in both the geopotential fieìd model and

spacecraft design so that the effects of atmospheric drag and other

forces exerted on the satellite are minimized. Two additionaì

constant biases of height and time tag are also adopted for the GDR

production. The vaìue of the timing bias ,-79.4 ms, was confirmed

by Tapìey et al. (ì979) and Schuìtz et al. (.l982) from analysing

global set of altimeter cross over measurements. The height bias was

obtained by comparing the aìtimeter measurements with laser

measurements over Bermuda (Koìenkiewicz and llartin, 1982). A value

of 7 cm i s reported. The analysi s of the above corrections are

very wel ì documented and for more detai led discussion on their

assessments, the reader is refered to the references given by Tapley

et ar. (1982).

l. Sea Truth Equation

For the gìobaì study, the corrections described by equation (2.7)

are considered to be sufficient for the minimum requirements.

However, if a detailed study for a certain area of interest is to be

carried out, it is necessary to investigate and implement the time

dependent sea surface variations due to the prevai I ing wind

cond i t i ons, the shore I i ne geometry ' and ocean bottom topography.

Not only are they important in regional study, the abi ì ity of

modeì I ing both the verticaì and horizontal motions of the sea are

22



a ì so usefu I

pred i ct ¡ on of

for the correlation of sediment transport and the

ìocal water level.

l.lhen an oceanographic study which involves knowìedge of the sea

surface elevation change is desired in a small area that is

comparabìe to the size of Hudson Bay or the East China Sea and

Yellow Sea, the time varying ocean surface features have to be taken

into account precisely. One can classify this time varying phenomena

broadly into two types based on their periodicity of occurrences.

The periodical components incìude the sol id earth and ocean tides

whereas the transient components are the ones due to the varying sea

surface wi nd and pressure grad i ent f i e I ds. The sea surface he i ght

n'(d,tr,t) above the standard el I ipsoid is basicaì ìy of type

¡i(ó,1, t) h (6,ryt, t) h n(Ø,xt, t)0f

where (Q,yt,t) are the spatial and time coordinates, ho.(lflt,t) is the

est imated orb i tal rad i us of satel I i te by ground track i ng system, h4

(l,I,,t) is the aìtimeter height after removing instrumental error

and atmospheric delay, and hr. is the adpoted reference (or standard)

el I ipsoid. This equation is closely approximated by the geoid plus

other known time varying sea surface phenomena (le Provost (lg8¡)

and Cartwright and Alcock (.l98.|)):

ç(Q,h,t) + hå* ho¡+ ht (6 ,.Nr, t)

h (ø

hr* h, + h¡,+ h +€no
(2 .8)

where
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G (Q,Y, t)

hb

hot

hr

hs

geoid above the standard el I ipsoid

body tide of the sol id earth

ocean t i de

ocean induced loading tide of the earth crust

ìong waveìàngth (low frequency) steric variations

of the ocean

sea surface fluctuation caused by wind

sea surface f ì uctuat i on caused by pressure grad i ent

conta i ns unmode ì ì ed er ror of both sate I I i te measurements

and the time invariant part of the steric ocean surface

set up by quasi-steady currents.

hA,

h
3

eo

The time varying part of the sea surface T(t) can then be

expressed by:

T (t) hb + +h++h
(À,ot

hr + h, h .....(2.9)
r3

llost of the items in the above equation are given in the STASAT-

ALT GDR except for the effects due to the meteoroìogical forcings

which require accurate information of local weather conditions.

However, these effects can be attacked by solving the hydrodynamic

differential equations in a given area. As will be shown later,

this meteorological ly induced sea surface height can be computed by

the storm surge type of modelling approach (Tang and l4oon (1984)).

ln continental shelf areas or coastal sea basins, some of these

given items are considered to be insufficiently precise for specific

2\



application. For exampìe the two gìobal ocean tide modeìs in the GDR

by Schwiderski (.l978) and Parke and Hendershott (1980) are primari ly

for deeper parts of the ocean, and their values in shelf areas may

need to be recomputed. To study the ocean bottom friction from the

SEASAT-ALT data, equation (2.8) is sì ightìy rearranged as fol low:

¡l (Ó ,7' , t) G(ø,X',t) + € T(t) * êc (2 . 10)

where €.c i s i ntroduced to represent error i n the computat i on.

Therefore, the ì eft s i de of th i s equat i on corresponds to the

altimetric-derived sea surface height with respect to a mean

equi I ibrium signiture, normal ìy the geoid, pìus errors in altimeter

data processing algorithms, þJhile the other side is the computed

totaì time varying sea surface height with respect to an ¡nitial

state of rest, with some computationaì uncertainties.

The variabìe G(ø,rú,t) can be substituted by any existing geoid

modeì, aìthough a local geoid will be the best to use. ln SEASAT-

ALT GDR, a fai rly accurate geoid surface proposed by the Goddard

Space Flight Center is included. The GEI'I l0B gravimetric geoid was

constructed using globaì set of GE0S 3 aìtimeter data with GEI'I 9

data pìus a globaì set of lox losurface gravity data. Although this

model was compìeted to degree and order of 36, it was found to have

up to a f ew meters of error in some areas (l'larsh and f'lart in (ì 982) ) .

These uncertainties are significant since they may be included in

the measurements if they were true anomaì ies. Thus an altimeteric-

derived reference surface, SS3 surface, is chosen as the equi ì ibrium
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sea surface in equations (2.8) and (2.10). This mean ocean surface

is given above the standard eì I ipsoid and was constructed by Harsh

and l'lartin (1982) using the the SEASAT ephemeris calculated by the

Prel iminary Gravity Soìution - SEASAT 3 (PGS-S3) and SEASAT

altimeter data from the period 28 July to ì4 August. PGS-S3

contains data from GEl,l 9, STASAT laser, S band, global gravimetry

and GEOS 3 (GE¡4 IOB (Lerch et aì. (1981))) altimetry. ln their

anal ys i s, both data sets are comb i ned by accurate gr idd i ng

techniques to yield global contour maps of the mean sea surface

topography (SS3) . The data of SS3 surface north of 60 degree and

south of 6J degree are set to zero due to the possibi ì ity of ice

bergs. This SS3 surface is bel ieved to give a more accurate

representat i on of the equ i I i br i um sea surface than those computed

previously (llarsh and ltlartin (1982) and Fu (lg8¡)). Hence, the

STASAT altimeter GDR tape aìso accompanies the SS3 data set as an

aì ternative ref erence geoid to the Goddard Earth l,lodel IOB (GEl'1lOB)

earth gravity model which was adopted for the GDR production.

Figure 2,2 is a schematic diagram showing the SEASAT data

coì lecting geometry. Equations (2.8) and (2.10) are inevitably

contaminated by a number of errors which include (l) the SEASAT

ephemeris error which was up to 1.5 m rms, (2) the numerical errors

of gridding and interpolation for the production of the SS3 surface,

and (3) some unknown systematic errors which can not be minimized by

the gr i dd i ng procedure.
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(e) Equat i ons of Time Varying Sea Surface E I evat i on for Studv Areas

Equations (2.8) to (2. l0) represent al I t¡me-dependent sea

surface phenomena, âS far as they are known, but obviously, the

importance of each individuaì component varies significantly on

ìocaì ity. ln the study of sea surface eìevations and slopes of the

northeast Atìantic Ocean (Cartwright and Aìcock (198ì)), for

example, ìoading tide was compìetely ignored over the North Sea

region, but its effect on open ocean was taken as a constant

fraction of the ocean tide. Aìso, the meteoroìogicaì ìy induced sea

surface variation was caìcuìated differently for shelf area and open

ocean. ln North Sea and adjacent shelf areas, it þras computed by a

surge-forecast i ng mode ì wh i ì e the same component was est i mated by

simple hydrostatic ìaw in open sea. Simiìar simplif ications were

i ntroduced by Le Provost (ì983) i n the Engì i sh Channel where the

body tide, loading tide, and steric variations of the ocean were

ignored simply because of their smal ì magnitudes compare to other

oceanic events. The foì lowing gives a consideration to the relative

magnitude of each component in the time varying sea surface equation

for the study areas. Note that the wave I ength of the per i od i ca I

components is also considered.

Hudson lel

The magnitude of the body tide in Hudson Bay was investigated by

a computer program supplied by the U.S. Naval Surface bJeapons Center

(Schwiderski (1978)). ffris program al lows the computation in form of

a uniform grid, with grid spacing and tide constituents specified by

the users. As a result, a 2o x 20 grid over this area was constructed
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to analyze the distribution and magnitude of the body tide. lt is

unfortunate that the program is not capable to generate values for

ocean ìoad i ng in th i s area. The resu ì ts of computat ion us ing l'1 , , S,

,K, and 0r tidal constituents during seìected time periods

indicate an averag"¿ u"lu" of body tide of less than 2.j cn Thus

this effect was ignored in the time varying sea surface equation.

Also the loading tide and the low freguency steric variations of the

ocean were ìgnored due to their ìow frequency of occurence and

probabìy smaì I magnitude in this area. Hence the final time varying

sea surface equation is given by:

¡,' (ø,1r, t) G (d, X', t) hor*

where G (ø,1,t) is the SSI mean sea surface. Aìthough the equation

includes the ocean tide, its magnitude and wavelength are not weìl

known in this area. Some justifications of it for Hudson Bay are

discussed in the ìast chapter with results from numerical

computat i ons.

East China Sea and Yel low Sea.

Employing the same gridding program by Schwiderski (1978), the

loading tide and body tide were calculated during the two selected

mission times. As a first attmept, a O.5ox O.5ogrid was used with

all avaiìable tidal constituents (ll of them). This grid required

excess computational time, thus it was cut down to two ìox ìogrids

for East Ch i na Sea and Yel ìow Sea, separatel y, wi th the f i rst 4

h+h+é-pPl
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major constituents as for the anaìysis in Hudson Bay. The ìoading

tide in this part of the continental shelf was found to be less than

\.5 cflì, a value which is negligibìe compare to the ocean tide

itself.0cean tide is a welì known ocean phenomenon in that area and

i t dominates al ì other components in the time varying sea surface

equation. The body tide values aìong the satel ì i te tracks wi I ì be

presented later, but their effects in the model I ing of the ocean

bottom friction coefficient are also negì igible due to their extreme

low frequency characteristic along each orbit tracks. Their largest

and smal lest magni tude are about -.l2 cm and 3 cm according to the

computations. Consequently the time varying sea surface equation is

also the same one used in the Hudson Bay study.

By tuning the ocean bottom friction coefficient in the equation

of motion, adjustments of the computed sea surface elevation wi th

respect to the altimeter observations can be made. This procedure

i s performed through the use of the sea truth equat i on (2. I I ) .

Results of these adjustments aì low a set of frictional coefficients

to be obta i ned for these areas . These set of va ì ues are then

subjected to a mean square error type anaìysis to find the most

optimum vaìue of ocean bottom coefficient which gives the best

agreement between model led and observed sea surface elevation

prof i I es.
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CHAPTER I I I

THEORY OF HYDRODYNAI'1I C I'IODELLING

l. Hydrodynamic Theory

There are fundamental ìy two different approaches to storm surge

forecast. The empirical method reìates the storm surge to

meteorologicaì data from a regressive analysis. The theoreticaì

method determ i nes the storm surge f rom numer i ca ì i ntegrat i on of the

equations of motion and continuity, with appropriate initial and

boundary conditions.

The problems of reproducing the sea surface elevation by means of

hydrodynami c theory have been the nonl i near i ty of the bas i c

equat i ons and the compl ex i ty of the natura I sea bas i n topography.

However, it is often assumed that the ampl itude of the surge is

smaì I compared to the depth and that the horizontaì scaìe is ìarge

compared to the depth. By these assumptions, the nonl inear terms in

the dynamicaì equations are therefore negl igible, resulting in an

acceptable I inear numerical sea model (or I inear shelf model) (Heaps

(lg6g, ì983) and Tang and l,loon (.l984) ) . For the latter problem, one

can either extensiveìy simpl ify the geometry of the basin to obtain

an analytical solution, or use numerical approximation to obtain a

solution that is capable of matching the observation. With the

advance of computer technoìogy, the latter approach is more feasible

in that only the stab¡lity and convergency of the solutions have to
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be cons i dered.

V',hen modelìing is desired for both tide and surge, the nonlinear

interaction between them may become important. As a consequence' a

much improved nonl inear version was developed based on the I inear

sheìf model. This nonl inear model is sometimes termed continental

shel f modeì .

(g) Bas i c Equat i ons of L i near l'lode I

The hydrodynamicaì equations whÌch constitute the motion of the

sea due to barometr i c pressure and wi nd set up at the a i r-sea

interface are well documented (e.g. Proudman (1954), Heaps (1969)

and Zahel (1978)). Consider a water covered area, large enough so

that the curvature of the earth and the latitudinal ly varying

Coriol is acceìeration have to be taken into account, then the

linearized depth-integrated continuity equation and equations of

motion are given by:

I
-R.-c; ,/'

- 2e^¡

-1u )t
&à _!!- t_P"

3n )ø
I+ ---I

.),-;ø- (u cosl) . t/¡, . jl- = o .....(3.1)

F, ) ..... ß.2)

(Gs

à-A- + 2c^ty SinØ
òt,

F
s

v_tà
à

H )P^ + _J_

! Êco'ç )þ I

where

u Sin 6 =:l!!- ì!-' R"c*ø à'þ
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Ø ,nþ - latitude and east longitude

t - the time

t - the elevation of the sea surface

P* - atmospheric pressure

U,V - the components of the depth-averaged current

Fs ,Gs - the components of the f riction of the wind on sea

sur face

Fo,GB- the components of the f riction on the ocean bottom

Equations (3.1) to (3.3) are written in spherical coordinates to

al low more accurate appì ication to global oceanographic problems.

The components of the total stream U and V, are found by integrating

the components of the horizontal current at depth Z below the

undisturbed sea surface. The directions of the components are those

of i ncreas i ng ø , X) ( i .e. to the east and to the north

respectiveìy) . The last two terms on the right-hand sides of the

equar i ons of mor i on ( (3.2) and (3 . 3) ) are the forc i ng terms of the

hydrodynam i c system. The i nput forces are those due to the

atmospher i c pressure grad i ent and wi nd stress whereas the

dissipative force is that of the bottom friction. The basic

assumption on the validity of the above equations is that the depth

of the water is comparably larger than the ampl itude of the

transient surge. The time varying sea surface elevation 4 is then

solved interactìvely with the atmospheric driving forces, which are

derived from the atmospheric pressure gradient and sea surface wind,

initial ized to the equations at regular intervals. ln addition'

ancillary information is needed to complete the entire modelling

procedure. This includes the radius of the earth R, the water depth
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field H, the

acceì erat i oñ g,

dens i ty of the

and the Earth's

3 the grav i tat i ona Isea water

rotation ¿..¡

Due to the integration with respect to depth, the solution

derived contains no information regarding the vertical structure of

the current within the body of water, which also impìies that the

sea h,ater is well mixed and the buoyancy force is ignored. This

assumption is quite general since the interfaces between Iayers

within the water are not fixed and how they vary with time is often

poorly known and thus they are very difficult to take into account.

However, this vertical ly integrated sea model is adequate in most

storm surge studies where one is mainly interested in the sea

surface topography (Heaps (1969)) .

This linear sheìf model is applied to the Hudson Bay area (tlg Sea

l,lodel) to demonstrate meteorologically induced surge phenomena that

could have contributed to the SEASAT altimeter data. An appl ication

and results of this model with the sateìlite observations are

presented and discussed in a later chapter.

(Þ) Bas i c Equat i ons of Non I i near l'lode I

ln the past decade, considerable progress has bêen made on the

linear shelf model (Heaps (lggg)). The result is a much improved

non-l inear version capable of simuìating the main tides' surge, and

tidal interaction. The major difference between the vertical ly

integrated model and the non-l inear version is the inclusion of the

shal low water advection process (Heaps (lgg¡), Flather (1976,1979),
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Davies and Flather (1978)). This feature has been shown to be

important in coastal areas (Charnock and Crease (1957)). lncluding

both the atmospheric driving force terms and the non-l inear

advective terms in the equations of motion, the non-ì inear version

of the hydrodynamicaì equation is given by (Davies and Flather

(1978) and choi (1980)):

/
ß"ä;,þ i I

èls
àø

èi_
)ø

2 ¿rr u Sin d * ---V---- -ò-V * -V-' RHc"sQ ìY' R-H
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à
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_¿y
rø

-i,^ ran þ

- 3H à4 H à(^ I+ (G, ce) ..... (3.6)
LtosQ ì% 3 R'C'6 ìx I

The ì ast three terms on the I eft-hand s i des of equat i ons (3.5)

and (3.6) are the non-l inear advective terms in spherical coordinate

system, introduced to take proper account of the shal low urater

effects. Also different tidal constituents with surge can be

computed together to i nc I ude the i r i nteract i on.

to the ì inear shelf model, equations

i terat ivel y through t ime for I ,
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an initial state of rest. Because of the capability of handìing

shallow water effects and modelling of different types of motion,

this model has been used for sometime in the East China Sea and

Yel low Sea (ECSYS) continental shelf to study the nature of tides

without meteorological input forcings, i.e. pressure gradient and

wind stress at the sea surface (Cnoi (1980)). Some agreeable

comparisons between the model results with a number of measurements

conducted across the continentaì shelf during the joint USA-China

Harine Sedimentation Dynamics Study have been reported by Larson and

Cannon (ì983) and Choi (1983). ln this thesis, this modeì is

modified to include the meteorological forcing in addition to the

original tidal forcing. The tidal constituents considered are of

four kinds; two semi-diurnal tides (A, and So ) and two diurnal

tides (Kr and 0, ). The model results will be utilised to compare

with the corrected SEASAT observations to study the ocean bottom

friction coefficient in that area.

(g) Surface and Bottom Stress Terms

During the transient surge simulation, windfields over the sea

surface has to be prescribed as a function of time and spatial

coordinates. One method of doing this is to divide the study area

i nto subareas where the neccessary atmospher i c dr ivi ng forces are

extracted from weather charts by hand. This approach has been used

by Heaps (lgeg) for the lrish Sea numerical modelling experiment in

which the ground observations were included. Undoubtedly, this is a

very tedious approach and not suitable for very lengthy computation.
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A fast

dev i sed

and efficient operation to replace this manual approach is

in this study.

The wind stress is usually taken as a quadratic function of wind

veloci ty, al though I i near stress law can also be considered at the

air-sea interface. However, accumulated knowìedge on the air-sea

interaction shows that the wind has more tendency to satisfy the

quadratic reìation and furthermore, the quadratic coefficient that

ìinks the stress and velocity together has shown to be a linear

function of wind speed. ln this thesis, the quadratic wind stress

law is adopted aìong with the quadratic stress coefficient proposed

by Wu (1980,.l982) . Further discussion on the sea surface stress ìaw

in transient surge model I ing is given in chapter 4.

ln contrast, the mechanism of bottom stress that takes place at

the sea floor is not well understood and two alternative

representations are acceptable in numerical moeì I ing. lf the ì inear

stress law is assumed to be the bottom frictional dissipation

mechanism for the transient surge, the bottom stress terms are given

by:

_!_3__ U

H

ryl
F, G V ..... (3.7),H

where n" is the linear stress coefficient having a typical value of

0.2\ cn/s (Weeni nk (1958) ) . For both surge and tide model I i ng, the

I inear ìaw has been demonstrated to be a reasonabìe approximation

(e.s. Grace (.l931) and Heaps (.l9e9¡ ¡ .
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The second, more commonlY used,

d i ss i pat i on i s to express the bottom

the vel oc i ty. Th i s i s expressed as:

al ternative of

stress in terms of

frictional

square of

%

Cl r r=------U'U
11"

Cl J Jc, = --fi; v.v ..... (3.8)

..... (3.9)

(3. l0)

where C is the quadratic stress coefficient which traditional ly

takes vaìues close to 0.003. Atthough these vaìues have been used in

a variety of hydrodynamic model ì ing with sucess (Flather and Heaps

(lglS), Flather and Davies (1978) and Choi (1980)), whether the

particular numerical value used is appl icable to global ocean or

different continental shelf remains unknown. The investigation of

both linear and quadratic bottom coefficients constitute the major

objective in this thesis. Using equation (3.7) as frictional

dissipation, I inear shelf equations can be written, without loss of

generality, as (Heaps (1969)):
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Fs (3. I 2)

Í H ïh ....(3.t3)G
5 Gs cl àX

and d =0.5922, þ= 0.31780, l=0.63008, and 6 =0.01645.

The constants 0,5922, 0.3.l780, 0.63008, and 0.01645 are

introduced for unit conversions. ln the present analysis, R = 637ì

km, n = 9.80 m/sz , and the density of rn/ater is taken to be lO25

km/nt The first terms on the right-hand side of equations (3..l0)

and (3.1.|) can be identified as the resuìt after rearranging the

I inear frictional dissipation of equation (3.7) (lu¡ (1982)).

(g) lnitial and Boundary Conditions

The supply of atmospheric energy and the dissipation of

frictional energy in the sea model occur continuously during the

computation of the sea elevation, and after a period of time the

influence of the initial conditions becomes negl igible. To solve

both types of bas i s equat i ons (equat i ons (3. I ) through (3. 3) and

(3.4) through 13.6)), the fol ìowing initiaì conditions are used:

I tø,x ,r) u (ø,Y,t) V (Ø,fr ,t) = Q at t=0 (3. l4)

These conditions impìy that the sea surface elevation change is

generated from an initial state of rest and the sea surface at this

state is called the initial state of equilibrium.

P

a

5H
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-ùø
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There are basicaììy two types of boundary conditions:

(i) Condition of vanishing flow across the coastaì boundaries at

any time, i.e.,

u cos^f * v sin { = g (3. t 5)

where Y denotes the i ncì i nation of the normaì to the northernly

direction.

(ii) Condition at the open boundaries:

There are severa ì a I ternat i ve express i ons for open boundar i es

depend i ng on the type of mode ì ì i ng and the structure of the

numericaì scheme. For tide and surge simulation, Davies and Flather

(.l978) used the fol ìowing open boundary condition for sea surface

elevation in their North Sea model which was previously developed by

Davies (ì976):

5 tø, x,,t) 5^ I ø,x,,t) * l, lØ ,y ,t) (3 . l6)

where 5^tø, X) ,t) is the surge elevation due to the meteoroìogical

influence either observed or computed by simple hydrostatics ìaw at

the open boundar i es and

g i ven by:

5î (ø,fü,t) is the part due to tidal motion
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lrtø,ï¡,t) = lo(ø,x,) *f r, Ê,t 6,^t(')cos(üi+å¡t+Û;-ô; (ø,x )) (3. t7)

where

wher e

io{ø ,"1, )

^f,, ui

Hi(ø ,X, )

æ¡

V¡

t,{ø ,x )

- mean sea ìevel is taken to be zero

- nodaì factors

- the ampl itude of constituent ¡

- the speed of the constituent

- the phase correspond i ng equi I i br i um const i tuent at

time=0atGreenwich

- the phase lag of the tidal constituent behind the

equi ì ibr ium consti tuent

The above two open boundary conditions are used in the ECSYS sea

modeì. Aìternativeìy, the tidaì current and surge current can be

specified at the open boundaries through the radiation condition

used by Flather (ì976):

q=q + 9r + ( E -l^ t;
m

- ith consitutent tidaì current at the open boundary

- ¡th consitutent tidal ampì itude at the open boundary

- surge current at the open boundary

- surge ampl itude at the open boundary

tidal part of the normaì current 9', is determined from the

fg

^tT

qf

5;

9n

5:

The

f ol ìowing:
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qf ô; co, ( 4 t+û; *ú, - frl I .. (3. ì9)

wher e

- amplitude of the normal component of the depth-averaged

current of const i tuent i

- phase of the current of tidal constituent i

Sìightly different expressions can be derived from the above

conditions in different type of simulation. For exampìe, Flather

(1979) used equations (3.ì8) and (3.ì9) with only Az and 51 tidal

constituents in storm surge model I ing whereas Heaps and Jones (1979)

and Davies (1976) used exactly the same consitutents but employed

equat i on (3. l6) i nstead.

Perhaps the simplest open boundary condi tion in surge model I ing

IS

3 tø ,þ,t) 0 (3.20)

(Heaps (1969) ) .

AIthough this condition does not tate proper account of the

damping due to loss of energy from a model to the neighbouring

ocean, it is found to be a good first approximation if the sea basin

is relatively shallow compared to the nearby ocean (Heaps (1969) and

Groen and Groves (1962)). ln Heaps'(1969) experiment, the surge

along the continentaì shelf edge, marked roughly by a 200 m depth

I f

a
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contour was assumed to be permanent ì y zero. The s i mu I ated resu I ts

were satisfactory in comparison to observations. lt appears that a

proper representation of the open boundary condition is still an

unresoìved problem. ln the present numerical HB sea model, the

condition of equation (3.20) is used.

z Numer i cal lmpì ementat i on

The hydrodynamic equations ((3..|) through (3.6)) are now

represented by an explicit finite difference method. A finite

difference method is said to be expìicit if the solutions of the

difference equations at a certain point are calculated from the

known,/previous caìcuìated values. 0n the other hand, the method is

said to be implicit if some new unknown values are coupìed by a set

of equations which must be solved simuìtaneously. The numerical

structure used in the HB sea modeì is an explicit one and is

characterized by Heaps (19e9):

(l) Time derivatives in the dynamical equations are replaced

by the combination of forward and backward t¡me difference.

(2) Space derivatives , on the other hand, are replaced by

the averaged central space difference.

The finite difference technique to approximate the nonlinear

dynamical equations is the angìed derivative method by Roberts and

lleiss (1976). This is an expl icit method that rel ies on the

sequential updating of the current values over the grid to evaìuate

derivatives in the advective terms at middle time step. The method

employed for implementing this experiment is described by Flather
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and Heaps (197Ð, Flather and Davies (ì9i8), and Choi (.l980).

(e) Depth Fieìd

Hudson BeJ Sea tlodeì

The type of finite difference grid used in the solution of the

basic differential equations is a staggered grid (Figure 3.ì) . The

grid lines consist of paralleìs of latitude spaced at interval ¿7"

and ì ines of ìongitude spaced at interval Aø degree. There are two

types of points defined by the grid: elevation points (circles)

where 5 is evaluated and stream points (crosses) where U and V are

evaluated. The naturaì sea basin is model led by this grid so that

the coastal boundaries are formed by ì ine segments connecting stream

points with the open sea boundaries connected by eìevation points

(Ramming and Kowaì ik (1980)). These are in conjuction with the

boundary conditions (equations (3.ì5) and (3.20)). Figure 3.2

i I I ustrates th i s method of boundary reconstruct i on for Hudson Bay,

wi th the gr i ds for el evat i on and stream po i nts wh i ch are

superimposed in ø and f plane.

Since the grid is set up in this fashion, one can cìassify many

types of elevation and stream points based on their ìocations within

the grid. For example, an elevation or stream point may be located

in the grid as foì lows:

Elevation points - outside the model sea, or on one of its

open boundaries, or within the sea.

The Grid and
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E atitude

'"d Ç2,+

-¿ . ....Elevat¡on po¡nts

ç ....Stream po¡nts

r ....Grid point type
labels (elevation &

stream points)

r....Depth, frictional parameter,
and wind stress components
(at all stream points within
or on the boundary)

/

Output

lnput

Figure 3..l: Finite Differnece Grid Construction: Schematic
Staggered Finite Difference Grid Showing the Arrangement of the
I nput and Output Po i nts . The I nput Po i nts Cons i st of I'later Depth ,
Sea Surface Stress Components, and Frictional Coefficient
(assumed un i f orm everywhere) I'lhereas the Output Po i nts Conta i n
the Time Varying Sea Surface Elevation and Depth-integrated
Current Components.
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Stream poi nts

coas ta I

- outside the model sea, or on one of its

boundar i es, or wi th i n the sea.

Thus, there are 22 different types of grid point location which

can readi ly be identified, 3 for eìevation points and l9 for stream

points. Table 3.ì summarizes the grid point types which are denoted

by integers ì lo 22. Figure J.l shows some of their geometry and

orientation for the stream point locations in the modeì sea and

Figure J.À indicates the corresponding ìabeìs at every stream point

in Hudson Bay (Heaps (lggg) and Lui (ì982)) .

The water depth field of Hudson Bay is obtained from the

bathymetric chart publ ished by the Canadian Hydrographic Servíce,

Department of Fisheries and the Environment in 1977 (figure 3.Ð.

The bottom topography of Hudson Bay is characterized by a central

depression having a typicaì ly vaìue of 200 m. This area occupies

roughìy tOZ of the totaì model area. About 6OZ of Hudson Bay has

water depth between ì00 m to ì50 m. The coast line is relatively

smooth except at the south end of the model, James Bay. This makes

the set up of the grid relatively easy. The digitized depth Hi,

wind stress components Pi and Qi, and bottom friction components Fb

and Gb are defined at every stream point of the modeì (figure 3..l).
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Table 3.ì Labels for Different Types of Grid Point
Locat ion in Hudson Bay l,lodeì .

Eìevation point
- outside the modeì boundary
- on the open boundary
- within the boundary

Stream poi nt
- outside the model boundary
- at a l0 degree corner of the boundary
- on a ì ong i tud i na ì sect i on of the boundary
- on a I at i tud i na I sect i on of the boundary
- at a 2/0 degree corner of the boundary
- within the boundary

L ab
I

2

3

4

5
t
t
t
2

6
t2
l8

o ìl
o l7
o 2l
2

Eas t Ch i na Sea and Ye I I ow Sea l'lode ì

The equations of motion and continuity (equations (3.4) to (3.6))

are represented in time and space using a staggered spatial grid in

which f, U, and V are computed at different grid points (Hansen

type). This is a slightly different approach (Roberts and Weiss

(ì976)) from the one discussed in the previous section in which it

centers the advective terms in space and time. Figure 3.6 shows the

finite difference scheme used to develop ECSYS sea model (Choi

(1980)). fnis consists of a rectangular array of I row and n columns

with a grid space of ¿É in north-south direction and ðX in the

east-west direction. Unì ike the finite difference set up of the HB

sea model, both ìand and open sea boundaries are model led by

separated U and V grid points, which al lows the coastal boundary

condition of equation (¡.1¡) and the radiation conditions of

equations (3. t6) - (3. l9) to be appl ied. F igure 3.7a depicts the ECSYS

finite difference grid. This model extends to the south as far as

northern Taiwan and seaward as far as the edge of the continentaì

shelf.
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Figure 3.7a2 Finite Difference Grid of
East China Sea and Yel ìow Sea.
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F i gure 3.7bt East Ch i na Sea and Yel low Sea

Bathymerric chart (choí (.|980)).
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There are basicalìy eight types of open boundary conditions;

nor thern, southern, eastern, western, nor th-western convex corner ,

north-eastern convex corner, south-western convex corner, and south-

eastern convex corner.. The finite difference representation of

various types of open boundary can be obtained by rearranging the

equation of continuity with the elevation prescribed adjacent to the

modeì boundary. Description of each finite difference representation

of boundary equations is given by Choi (ì980) and Flather and Heaps

(1975) .

F i gure 3.7b shows the bottom topography of the mode I . The

d i screte water depth va ì ues were obta i ned f rom var i ous sources;

Korean Adm i ra I ty char ts #1262 an¿ #23\7 and Japanese hydrograph i c

charts #'t9za, #l8zø, #187, #210, ana #3o2. The open sea boundary of

the model is chosen to be bound by a 200 m water depth contour and

the entire continental sheìf has a typical water depth value of

about 8O m. Unìike the small open sea boundary of the HB sea model,

approximately 332 of the ECSYS model is encìosed by open sea

boundary.

(Þ) Finite Difference Representation

Hudson lel Sea I'lodel

From Tabìe 3.1, one can observe that the elevation points outside

the model boundary (labeì l) have no physical me:ning. Hence, they

are not included in the numerical scheme. S¡mi lar situation is aìso

noticed for label number 4. The numerical implementation of the
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elevat¡on points on the open boundary (label 2) are completeìy

dependent on the nature of the sea model and they are prescribed by

the open boundary condition of equation (3.20) (Heaps (lg6g) and Lui

(t 982) ) .

The most common type of eìevation and stream points found in the

grid are those locate within the boundary (label 3 and 22).

Replacing the time and space derivatives in equations (3.9) to

(3..|3) by the finite difference formula, we have the followings

fundamentaì equations for labels 3 and 22

I (t+¿t)= l( t) --ï-"!--
Grþ,r-t

-B¡t!:¡l-
A¿4

ç!:[!^])_
â.¡X{ + ] (3.zta)

V¡ (t+at)= (l-a¡|¡)V¡(t) t 2dt¿.rsin4*u', (.)

¿kþu;E;----r-------- +
â 6s #r,, áx

,t T Qi (t) (3 .2 1b)

13.zrc)

u¡(t+t)= (l-"tX;)U; (t) -2at¿¡Sinl;i (t)

"fF H¡ Di
+ ¿r Úp; (r)

e4ø

where

¿t- elementary time step in the calculation

i - location of the grid point solutions are to be evaluated

K- I + int ((i - t)/n)
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B¡ = (u. cos Ó'f-l! 2R.2
u ¡ cos /r+ u,-n-, cos t^.r- u ;_, cos / ) (3.zza)

z

,r= -i-(V¡ - V;-, * V¡-n - Vi-n-,)

or = -å- (l; - 5,"n* f;r,- 5¡*n*¡)

,, = -); (l¡., - l, li*n-,- 6;nr)

ß.22b)

ß.23a)

+ (3.23b)

Equation (3.Zla) , (3.21b) , and (3.23) descr ibe the stream

components whi le equations 13.Ztc) and (3.22) represent the time

varying sea surface elevation. The remaining finite difference

equations for labels ! to 2ì can be derived by applying the coastal

boundary condition and three point lagrange interpoìation formula

(Heaps (.l969)) toequation (3.zla), (3.21b), and (3.23). For

example, stream points at the apex of !0 degree sector of the model

boundary result in vanishing U and V components and thus equations

ß.23a) and (3.23b) respectively become;

ui Vt 0 (3.24a)

----¡-P-i---
þ H', / aox

V&;
þ tl¡ /P6sQ*dyD¡= E

56
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Heaps(lg6g) summarizes the detailed formulation for all labels

which form the basis of the iterative procedure for the development

of the numerical solutions to the ì inearized dynamical equations.

East China Sea and Yel low Sea l'lodel

Employing the angled-derivative scheme for the advective terms in

the equations of motion, the U and V equations are centered in both

space and t¡me in terms of two sureeps (Fìather and Heaps (197Ð,

Davies and Flather (1978) and Choi (lg8O)); in the upsv,,eep scan, U

component is calculated first then V:

U equation during upsweep

Ui (t +¿t ) Uitn
al = 2 tnssin (1¡ (t) ------u¡tt¿------_eAx k_Gt(^

(u 

'*, 

(t) + u ¡ (t+at) - u, (t)

-T't ( --l-- [v,-,, (t) + v,-nn,(t) J

u,-,(t+at)) + -V-;¡r ¿ûiw -tan Ø*-

_9j t LL! !!2 _ : _ _u_r_cJl_"_t )_ _
zcþ

I

¿,
[v, (t) * r i*r (t) ]

___9___-
R-(osØ^

; (t+ot)

+

ß.25a)

U;(r) U ì+u (i") C U¡ct+at)
aQ

l¡+t $taÐ - IL
d; <t¡

l(ui (t) + 1,' {t) )

(-P, (r) * --Í-tIl-,, d;ct)

+¿x S

V - equat i on dur i ng upsweep

-- = -)¿^.lSin þ ô,
' (n.i t

----Victt
a "Q R.

V ct+¿
aL

V,

57
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A>
(v, (t)* r;-o (t+nt)- v,.(r+ot) - v ¡o,n (t) ) - --",'#L- t.nrf^r;

I

à & G' Ø^*,
ç*- [ui-r (t)+ u,*n-,(t)J

; [u¡(t)+ u,n-n (t)1 --Yi+¡-cLl

{1,' {t) * ui (t) f !. --- --l-'

(-Q ;(t) . --E:iil

V ic* +ot s - V;-, (
.af,

ic tr
ax

-rô-r-ttl: -{,s y ltJ -ot ! -
aQ

e,

^uUi-til
R-

_ C_Vi_c*.+1x1

ê¡ ct)

s

ß.25b)

in downsweep scan, V component is calculated first then U:

V - equation during downsweep

t+at) Vr'ct ) zasinÓ ôi(t).m+t

-v;ct)
acþ R,,af,

(v, (t+ t)+ v,_n (t) - v, (t) - v i+r,n (t+o't) ) -

ità+¿*.) - ur(44

¿

Tan ó
tt1¡.+l

JR.,6çë^*,' 2, [u t-' (t)* uì+^-' (t) 1 --V;-'î)--=-VUtt'---- +

-t- [u,(t)* ui+,r. (t)] --Ur-ll4J"Âl-----Vjttl-"p- , - -'--u¿:l;'

6,' (t) + ui (t) i å
(-Q, (t) . --3,#;,

-s--l¡t
ø

+-

q3.z6a)

U - equation during downsweep

Ui(l+o - Uirt,'---'----'-'---- = I r¡Sin
.tf,

(u ¡*, (t+ot)+ u¡ (t) - u; (t+"t) - u,.-, (t))
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_ _l ___
2R,

( -;- [v ¡-o (t) + v,'-r, , (t) I
Uì-h (t ) U; t)

I:Q

Uitt +"t) - Uì*n (l+a
acþ

f,'ç¡tU, L*) - d¡-,tt¡ CI'-r(t)

+

--.-- [v¡ (t) * Vi + r<'
(t) l _ 9_U_t_ttt*Ð

d;o¡

(uÍ (t) * 0,1 (t) i - ---9-- --- l¡tt9:etr-á'¡W-"H-- * ---l-' - -oc*þ* An 3

figtr
d;¿t)

g.z6b)(-Pi (r) + - -)

The finite difference form of continuity equation is :

I* ---------
* C'c¡ cþw,

* Ç ø-trt kzLs"vV;rt lt¿ :-äW -Q!dr".'!t*¡ = e . .. ß.27)
Aø

where

(f:{ttotl:5ì!t.¡
af

0,5 (h; +l; + h itr * S¡*, )

0.5 (h ; + 5; + hi+n+ d¡*r)

0.25 (ui * ui-r* u¡1n-f u i+,. )

O.25 (v¡ * vÌ-y.-r,+ v¡*,* V,.-*)

0.25 (ufn, * 2 u; * ur-, )

o.25 (v;-,r*2v; +v;+ru)

l/R cos Ø t ¿P*/ )X)

1/R (àe-¡¿ç¡

Ff

l;=
ê._
:'Q

U¡=
ç,=

¿K

at u-poi nt

at v-poi nt

at u-point

at v-poi ntGs

ü,

V.

P;

Qi

F

G;
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By altering the order in which the U and V equations are

evaluated with each sweep direction, the Corioì ¡s term can also be

centered in time which enhances the stability of the numerical

scheme.

(g) Stability Criteria

Hudson gev Sea l4ode I

The coordinate increments and chosen are 0.12 and 0.24

degrees, respectively, and the time increment t, is chosen to

satisfy the stabi I ity criterion (Courant-Fredrich-Lewy or CFL

criterion):

2 (3. 28)¿t<L{ min (n aQ R Cos@ "þ)]
@

where

L - lower bound.

min - minimum of the quantity.

After several stabi I ity tests in time step, a value of 0.1 hour

was used for the iteration interval. The above inequal ity was given

by Heaps (lg6g) from analyzing the cartesian dynamical equation with

vanishing external forcing function. The derived stabi I ity criteria

in this coordinate is then transformed to the difference scheme in

spherical Earth. ln the present investigation, it was found that the

iteration procedure has been very stable and the simpl ified
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stabi I ity criteria given above provides only a precautionary guide.

East China Sea and Yellow Sea l'lodel

The grid resolution of the ECSYS sea model are 0.2 degree in

latitude and 0.2! degree in longitude. According to Flather (1972)

and Choi (.l983) , the stabi I i ty criterion of a I ineraized version of

the scheme in retangular coordinates is closely approximated by the

CFL criterion as folìows;

al <
0

F-

î;-
__!:__

L
) 3.29)

Since

may be

where

¿5 grid spacing in cartesian coordinates

The above condit¡on gives a minimun time step of 3./! min.

it is also obtained from a simplified assumption and thus

treated as a gu i de for numer i ca I computat i on.
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CHAPTER I V

TWO-D II4ENS IONAL ATI4OSPHER I C I'lODEL

I l'leteoro I oq i ca I Approx imat i on

At higher levels of the atmosphere (above the frictional boundary

at about !00 to 1000 m), there are turo main forces acting upon the

air mass. The pressure gradient force causes the air from areas of

high pressure to move into regions of low pressure. However, as soon

as the air begins to mover ãñ earthrs rotational deflective

(Cor iol is) force exi sts and changes the di rection of motion paral lel

to the isobars (Figure 4.la). The Coriol is acceleration is always

perpendicular to the velocity and hence the associated force changes

the direction of motion but keeps the speed invariant. As a result

the wind blows essentially paralìeì to the isobars with, for the

northern hemisphere, the high pressure core on the right and the low

pressure core on the left when viewed downwind. Appì ied to pressure

with curved isobars, this means that the air moves clockwise about

the center of high pressure, and counterclockwise about the center

of a low pressure.

þr,hen the wind bìows along a curved isobar, a third effect due to

centrifugal force influences the motion. Since its effects are

restricted to minor variations in wind speed and direction as

compared to other forces, this centrifugal force is usual ly ignored

in weather prediction and related study.
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Another effect that is commonly found at lower altitude and has a

great influence on wind speed and direction, is the force of

friction (Figure 4.lb), or the retarding effect of the earthrs

surface topography. The result is that the wind speed is less than

the speed Ìndicated by the pressure gradient in the weather map, and

the direction is changed so that the wind blows across the isobars

at a slight angle into a center of low pressure and out a center of

high pressure. The change of direction of motion due to interaction

between wind and earthrs surface is known as the angle of backing

and its value seldomly exceeds 40 deg over land mass (Hess (.|959)).

This chapter describes a method of extracting a two dimensional

windfieìd from a weather chart. The main purpose of the development

is to faciì itate a simple input structúre of windfieìd for the sea

model. Examples of applying this method to real situation are given

i n the next chapter.

(e) Equations of Geostrophic Flow

For equ i I i br i um hor i zonta I

components of the wi nd vector

motion as shown in

are given by (Hess,

F i gure 4. ì a, the

1959)

Ug
2atSìnþJ^ ïY

I

T- 2,(ì"Ø t^ xx

--1-- -à-/i"
f s* àY

.....(4.1)

vg= -l àtu
)X

6\

.....(4.2)



where

Ug ,Vg

-fu

Pa-

(^)

geostroph i c wi nd components i n rectanguì ar coordi nate.

density of the atmosphere, assumed uniform.

pressure from weather map.

Earthrs rotational speed.

f Coriol is parameter.

The major practical usefulness of these expressions I ies in the

fact that they enable one to delineate the horizontal wind field by

analyzi ng the pressure f i eìd i nstead. I n general , near the surface

of the earth, variations in atmospheric density are minor compared

to other variables in the equations. lf a mean value is taken, the

equations state that at any location there is a unique velocity that

g i ves a ba I ance between any pressure grad i ent force and the

resuìting Coriol is force.

Except for disturbance such as hurricanes, the geostrophic wind

approximation provides good approximation of the true wind speed as

well as the wind direction.One also notices that if the isobars are

purely in the y direction, Ug reduces to zero in equation 4.1 since

the pressure gradient term is zero. The facts that the surface of

the earth is not uniform and the temperature varies from place to

place are usually superimposed resulting in wavy patterns in the

pressure contours. Thus one can combine equations 4..l and 4.2 lo

obtain the total geostrophic wind magnitude:

( ugu+ v{fWg

6S
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where the direction is defined by its components.

(Þ) Surface Wind Vector

When one considers the wind within the first few kilometers of

the earthrs surface, friction pìays a very important role in

determining wind speed and direction. lf the frictionaì force is

smal ì, the air flow differs very ì ¡ttle from the geostrophic value.

However, the wind vector will change in direction and decrease in

speed when it encounters earthrs rough surface topography. The angle

between the geostroph i c wi nd and surface wi nd i s cal I ed the back

angle. To estimate the surface wind from geostrophic wind,

empiricaì laws similar to the following can be used (Hasse and

Wagner, ì97.|)

(uns ta¡ I e) ws = 0.56 ws + 3.0 m/s

(Neutra I ) Ws = 0.56 !'/g + 2.\ m/s .....(4.4)

(s rab I e) ws = 0.56 wg + 1.5 m/s

where

V/s - total surface wind magnitude.

Wg - totaì geostrophic wind magnitude.

The above eguations were obtained from surface measurements taken

i n the German B i ght. The recorded pressure data and a i r-sea

temperature d i fferences were used as exper i menta I parameters to

determi ne the stabi I i ty of the sea state and the relationship
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between the geostrophic wind and surface wind. The corresponding

d i fferences (a i r temperature m i nus sea temperature) are -2.7o C

(unstable) , -0.2o C (neutral) , and l.7o C (stable) respectively.

The direction of the surface wind estimated from the geostt'ophic

wind depend upon the roughness of the earth surface. Over the

relativeìy smooth ocean surface, where friction is low, the surface

air moves at a back angle, 96 , of lO to 20 degree and at speed

roughly 2/3 that of geostrophic wind. I f the angle of the

geostrophic wind vector is measured clockwise from the south, the

direction of the surface wind is then given by

0 -4,
lr " ' (4'¡)

where

4 - surtace wind angle measured from the south.

0, - geostrophic wind angle measured from the south.

!. Hodel I i ng and Pract i ca I Consideration

(e) Wea ther lnformation - Hudson lel Area

The meteoroì og i ca I data i nput to the respect i ve sea model

consists of surface wind vectors and pressure gradients specified as

a function of time and spatial coordinate. They are derived from the

mean sea level pressure maps suppl ied by the Atmospheric Environment

9
0,
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Services, Environment Canada. The weather charts used in this study

are produced from the information based on the observations from

ground stat i ons and weather satel I i tes.

To calculate the input parameters, an uniformly spaced grid is

defined on a sterographic projection on which the isobars had been

drawn. The dashed I ines in Figure 4.2 correspond to the atmospheric

model whereas the solid line outlines the boundary of the sea model.

The relationship between the rectangular atmospheric model and the

latitude and longitude of the sea model is given by

X
2 R. (Cos¿þ" SirØ - Sin 4'-ç2,-ø--ç-11Ð----- .....(4.6)

I f ít'rcQSìn Ø + CeçØ" C"së Cus [x

Y
/ t 3ìnØ"5;nØ + Cosé, GtØ Gs{x

(4.7)

where

Ø,x,

X'Y

R

d.

Sx)

- I at i tude and I ong i tude of sea mode I .

- north and east coordinate of atmospheric model.

- radius of earth.

- true of the map projection.

- Xto minus !

This relationship is needed during the interpolation of the

results obtained in the atmospheric model onto the sea model. ln

the numer i cal model I i ng procedure, the atmospher i c pressure data are

first weighted from the weather charts onto the atmospheric grid

where the north and east components of the pressure gradient are
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Figure 4.2: Hudson Bay 2-Dimensional Atmospheric Hodeì. The
Atmospheric Pressure Gradient is Calcuìated at Each Grid Points
(l ine intersections) in the llodeì. The Size of the Atmospheric
È1odeì is llade Considerably Larger Than the Sea I'lodel (solid line)
to Avoid Edge Effects in Numerical Approximation.
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calculated by the central difference approximation. The weighting

scheme used is a three points distance averaged function commonly

used by meteoro I og i s ts .

(Þ) Finite Difference Approach

The north and east pressure gradient fields in finite difference

representat i on are

!" (i' j)à
- - l*-c-,¿jt,-t - :- - Pr -c 

j
e¿x

'j:.ù-- + o (rr") .....(4.8)
àX ¡,ox

è9.
âY n=oy

(¡, j) - - -0e -cit,-ri t- 
- -: - !*-c-r Ii 2- * o (ir" )
A"ø

- weighted pressure vaìues at each rectanguìar grid

- north and east grid increments (¡ = ¿x = a y)

- error assoc i ated wi th the approx imat i on

. (4.9)

wher e

P^ c i,¡)

h

o (h")

Experiments showed that the error associated in this calculation

can be large depending on the increment size of the grid. ln order

to reduce the error, first order successive extrapolation technique

(Gerald, l98O) is used and the total error is reduced to 0(h4).

Equations 4.8 and 4.9 can be written as fol lows in terms of

extrapol at i on

ði." (i' j)
h=ax

-¿-t+.+
h= r,

7o

.)-P!--

Jl h=ro,}X
ÈL_
ùÅh.o^ 3

{
à^

] (4. r o)



àYr, 3

Using equations (4.8) to (4.11), the geostrophic wind components

can be deduced with reasonably good numerical accuracy. The final

atmospheric model is characterized by a 2Ox2O I ine grid with

increment length of approximateìy 120 km. The adopted atmospheric

gr i d covers a I most the ent i re area of eastern Canada area to

el iminate the boundary effects on the sea modeì. The caìculation of

the surface wi nd from geostroph i c wi nd requ i res the use of an

empirical law simi lar to those expressed in equations (4.4) and

(4.5). However, âlthough the optimum formuìation of this law has

been the objective of many different investigators for many years'

not a single generaì ly accepted formula has evolved yet. For

model I ing purpose in this research, the neutral ly stabi I ity ìaw of

Hasse and lllagner (.l971) is adopted . This equation assumes not only

the relationship between the surface and geostrophic wind is linear

but aìso the fact that the surface wind speed may exceed the

geostrophic wind speed for smal I geostrophic wind magni tude. This

was also discussed in Hasse and Wagner (.l971) and they explained

that the effect predicted by this equation is realistic and is due

to the different in nature of the variables Ws and VJg . A constant

angle of backing , 6n = 20 d"g, between the geostrophic wind and

surface wind is also assumed in the calculation to approximate the

frictional drag.

7l

à?^ (i' j)
¿Y

-à1.-
JYt'r'o'r

i+ -¿t"-
ïY 

^=^'t

-¿I*
1Y¡=roy
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(S) lnterpol at ion of Atmospher i c Data

The pressure gradi ents and the surface wi nd f ieìd are

i nterpolated onto the stream poi nts of the sea model by a cubi c

Lagrangian polynomiaì, using the nearest 16 points in the

atmospheric model. Let F(l,J) be any grid point of the sea model

with rectangular atmospheric model coordinates (X,Y) and sea model

coordinates (Ø,Y ) which are related by equations (4.6) and (\,7).

F ( I , J) can be found by (see F i gure 4.3) t

F (i,,J) = .!I;JìJ L{:!rt)-L{-i¿- F (i , j) +
U -j*, ) (j -.¡*"1 (j ì*, )

(T- ) ( r-i *.)
(¿,-j) (jn,-i*")

V-:J-'3)
(i,- j*,)

F (i,j+l) +
clì.-i) Lin,- in,) (jr,- )n,)

(r-r ) (r- )(T-i+,)
F (i,j+2)

(4.t2)+

- .tror I i+l i+2 and i+3

The variables i and j represent various ìocations of grid points

in the atmospheric model. Now the intepolation is repeated

verticaìly to calculate F (l,J) with four values of F (i',J). The

variable F (i,j) can be pressure field, pressure gradients, oF

surface wind f ield.

Although the computational procedure employed here is rather

lengthy, it is still worthwhile to perform since the results of the

surge prediction are cìosely related to the accuracy of the

meteorological input data. The model I ing area discussed here can be
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extended flexibly to cover the whole earth¡s surface to estimate the

global wind pattern. Particularly with the aid of the electronic

digitizer the entire processing procedure becomes more efficient.

This method is much more accurate in predicting wind in a large area

than the one used by Heaps(.1969) and Heaps and Jones (ì979) in which

onìy pressure gradients and wind speed are evaìuated and assumed to

be constant in each subarea of the sea model. Figure 4.4 summarizes

the procedure of preparing the input meteorological data for this

study. Every step except for the conversion of the sea surface wind

to wind stress is performed in the atmospheric model (East China Sea

and Yellow Sea atmospheric model includes this stage).

Due to the three-poi nt smooth i ng and Lagrang i an i nterpol at i on of

pressure data, rapidly changing atmospheric features may not be

adequately resolved. This could have a serious effect on the

resulting wind estimates, particularìy in the neighourhood of

frontal regions. lmprovement of the wind speed computation in this

respect can be made by combining the model with observations from

ground stations using least sguare type of gridding technique.

Unfortunately, the number of ground stations in Hudson Bay area are

rather limited and the soìution to this problem can only be pursued

with limited verif ication.

(g) l'lodel I inq of Typhoon Windfield - ECSYS

The major difficulty of predicting the surface wind speed of a

typhoon us i ng the above approach has been the I ack i ng of a proper

equation of converting geostrophic to surface wind speed. From the

7\
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F i gure 4.4: Computat i on Procedure for the Der i vat i on of
Atmospheric Dr iving Forces.
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examinat¡ons of weather charts obtained

meteorologicaì offices, it is found

systems move with an unpredictable speed

grad i ent near the center of the

unreaì isticalìy high geostropnic wind

predicted wind speed to typicaì values

numer i caì exper iments were carr i ed out

Yeì low Sea area.

for the East China Sea and Yel low Sea

assumed to be 20 degrees. The adoption of

76
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that not on I y

and di rection,

typhoon may

speed. To

of a typhoon,

for the East

and Japanese

the weather

the pressure

also give

cor rect the

a number of

Ch i na Sea and

Several formulae for convert¡ng geostrophic approximation to

surface wi nd are reviewed and pìotted i n F igure 4.!. Wi th those

proposed by Hasse and Wagner (ì97.l), four more geostrophic to

surface wind relations were tested; the first two of these were

modif ied from Hasse and llagner (ì97ì), r.úhiìe the ìast two were

derived by Hsueh and Romea (.l983) during the wintertime experiment

(December I , .l980 through I'larch Jl, l98l) over the East China Sea.

The proposaìs by Hsueh and Romea (ì983) were obtained by comparing

the geostrophicaì ly approximated wind speed from weather charts

(supplied by the Japanese l.leteorologicaì Agency) with the

observations made around the Korean and Japanese coastal stations.

Based on a practical stand point and the evaluations of testing

resuìts, the geostrophic to surface wind speed conversion equation

is given by :

Ws = 0.443 }Jg + 2.92 n/s (4. I ¡)

area. The back angì e i s

equation (4. l:) is aimed
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to reduce the magnitude

inequaìity below is added

typhoon wind speed:

of surface wi nd and, ¡ n addi tion, the

to ensure a real istic range of deduced

Ws > 28 n/s t{s = 0.1657 ( ws t 2o m/s) + 2o n/s

where

Ws - components of sea surface windfield vector derived by model

The inequal ity gives a reasonably acceptabìe pattern of the two

dimensional windfield since it suppresses unreal istic high wind near

the typhoon center wh i ì e

it.

it retains near normal wind speed away from

To apply the method of extracting wind speed for the East China

Sea and Yellow Sea sea model, a 18x23 atmospheric model grid is set

up over the region with resolution of I degree by I degree. Figure

4.6 shows some the grid points in and near the study area. A smalìer

resolution of O.! degree (longi tude) by 0.4 degree (lati tuAe) was

also examined, however the computation time increases significantly

with only a sl ight improvement to the resuìts. The entire procedure

of extracting wind speed follow the block diagram as shown in Figure

4.4 .
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f. !üind Stress at the Air-Sea I nterface

(e) Atmospher i c Boundarv Layer

Because of the fr i ctional coupl i ng at the i nterface,

current aresurface eìevation and the wind

A significant proportion of downward momentum, as

stress, is transfered across the air-sea interface,

i s e i ther ref I ected back to the atmosphere or

a I r-sea

i,nducedvariation in sea

directly related.

a result of wind

while the rest

converted to an other forms of energy before transfered into the

sea. The coupling mechanism at the air-sea interface is not yet

ful ì y understood, al though the magni tude of the coupì i ng seems

intuitiveìy to rely on the magnitude of the wind speed and the

nature of surface boundary I ayer. Part of the probl em i n

understanding the coupling effect lies on the reliability and

accuracy of the methods used to estimate wind stress as a function

of wind speed. For this reason, the use of the correct surface wind

stress remains a crucial and uncertain parameter in the transient

surge model ing, as wel ì âs, in the study of the global scale

oceanograph ic problem.

Recently, considerabìe amount of wind speed data have been

accumulated which has al lowed the proposal of empirical ìaws in

terms of sea surface parameters (Brocks and Krugermeyer (1972) and

VJu (1982)) . The sources of surface parameter data are primari ly

from shipboard observations which can be regarded as a reasonable

representation of true surface wind motion. Under the assumption of

thermaì ly neutral stabi I ity the surface wind velocity distribution

8o



above the

height. ln

given by

(197ì)):

þl (z)

wher e

w (z)

sea surface i s observed to behave logar i thmi cal I y wi th

terms of friction velocity Wn , the surface wind speed is

(Brocks and Krugermeyer (1972) and Hasse and Wagner

ryl
K

ç4r;) _-T:-
!n

(4. l4)ln

- mean wind velocity measured at elevation Z above

sea surface.

- Von Karman constant (taken as 0.4).

- vertical intercept of a semi logarithmic plot of

z vs. W(z).

- surface wind stress.

- atmospheric density.

wj

k

2 ø

T,

l*

The stress Ts, can be determined from the slope of a straight

I ine in the semilogarithmic plot of z vs. W(z) and an averaged value

of atmospheric density. Another commonly used approach to determine

the stress is known as the Reynold stress or Eddy Correlation

technique. ln this method the components of the flow in the

direction of the main flow and the vertical ly upward are measured.

The stress is then estimated by the mean value of their product with

a value of the mean air density. The major diff¡culty associated

with this approach is its sensitivity towards errors in

measurements. Digital processing techniques such as sampìing and

filtering are often used to remove linear trend and random noise in

data. These components i n the measurements are very important

especially in the case of thrust anemometer since a small amount of

8r



drift in the vertical sensor may cause large deviation in the

computed wind stress.

(Þ) Quadratic Wind Stress

Because of the di ff ¡ cul ties i nvolved i n measur i ng the wi nd

veloci ty at different heights, i t has become common to use the

quadratic stress law which combines the wind speed directly with

wind stress at a reference height zr ,given by

Ts = ct S* wt(z' ) (4 . 1¡)

where Ct denotes a constant of proportionality which is known as the

quadratic friction coefficient. The reference height is usual ìy

taken to be l0 m above sea level. Equation (4.1¡) is inherently a

simpìe and yet an important relation between wind field and i ts

stress exerted at the sea surface. Not only does this coefficient

appear to depend on the distance above the sea surface, it has also

been shown to be dependent on wind speed and in ìess extent related

to the roughness of the sea surface. A ìarge number of in-situ as

well as laboratory measurements have been made in an attempt to

accurately estimate the wind stress coefficient (e.g. Garratt

0977), Smirh (t980), and wu (lg6g,t98o, and t982)). The resutrs

demonstrate the dependency of wind stress coefficient on wind speed

in various but consistent way. Figure 4./ graphical ly depicts

several relations publ ished recently. One of the more comprehensive

investigation was carried out by Wu (lgeg) using some thirty

independent oceanic observations. ln a recent review of older data,
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lJu (1 980, ì 982) proposed a new wi nd stress coeff i c i ent formuì a and

showed that the formula was appl icable to both strong wind ( >15

m/s) and light wind ( < l5 m/s). The formuìa is very similar to that

obtained by Garratt (1977) of which the data were largely based on

the Reynold stress and wind profi le measurements. Table 4.1 gives

the quadratic wind stress coefficients formulated by different

authors. Al so ì i sted wi th the formul ae are the wi nd speed ranges

from which the formulae were developed. Typical ly, wind magnitude

below 15 n/s are termed rlight wind' and it is for these values that

the response of the typical transient sea surface variation takes

place. 0n the other hand, the wind speed greater than this range is

usually associated with a storm and the sea surface elevation change

computation for these vaìues is cal led storm surge model I ing (e.S.

Heaps (1969)). lndicated in Figure 4.J are the wind speed ranges

during the Hudson Bay experiment as derived from the SEASAT

aìtimeter and atmospheric model. As shown in this figure, the wind

speed ranges from both sources in the Hudson Bay experiment are

below the values categorized by storm surge, whi le typhoon wind

speed (East Chi na Sea and Yeì low Sea exper iment) general ly covers

the entire range. Therefore it is important to, select the correct

wind speed to wind stress formula that can be used to represent such

a range of wind speed.

Although most of the formulae depicted in Figure 4./ suggests

that the wind stress coefficient is related to wind speed I inearly

(e.s. Smi th (lg8o) , Wu (1980 ,1982), and Garrart (1977)) , wherher

simi ìar numerical values in hydrodynamic model I ing are reproducible

remains unknown. ln addition, a suitable formuìation of wind stress
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at the sea surface is of particuìar importance

energy dissipatecl at the sea floor depends, to

momentum transferred by sea surface stress.

summarized in Tabìe 4..l and Figure 4.7 will be

investigate their influences on the results

surface variation.

Table 4.1 tJind Stress Coefficient Formulae

Autho r Proposed Form C x l0' Hagnitude Range(m/s)

Heaps (1965)

because the amount of

great extent, on the

Thus, the formulae

numerically tested to

of simulation of sea

wu (rgeg)

Brocks and
Krugermuer (1972)

Garrart (1977)

Larse (1979)

smith (1980)

wu (t980, 1982)

0.565
-0.12 + 0..l37 Ws

2.513

0.75 + 0.067 !\ls

1.2
0.49 + 0.065 !.,s

o.6l + 0.063 ws

o .80 + o .065 v',s

4 < Ws < 2l

5 < Ws < ll
ll < Ws < 26

6<l/.s<22

0<Ws<50

Ws<
5<ws<

Ws>

l<

5
19 "22
19.22

t5
15

13

0.5 x Ws

2.6
Ws

Ws

ì.18 + o. l8 + o.ot6 ws 3 < Ws <
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CHAPTER V

NU¡lERICAL I'lODELL ING AND SEASAT ALTII'lETER DATA

I Hydrodynam i c l,lodellinq as an Altimeter Data Correct i on Al qor i thm

Based on the accuracy requ i rement of the geodet i c and

oceanographic communities, the SEASAT aìtimeter measurements have to

satisfy the 10 cm rms precision over I sec averaged data. ln chapter

I I the processing algorithms used to correct the raw data for this

specification are described, with particuìar attention drawn to an

nonimplemented correction to transient sea state due to

meteoroìogical forcing. Combining the sea model and the atmospheric

model formulated in chapter I I I and lV, the transient sea surface

variations in the SEASAT altimetry are modeì led. Correction profi les

of sea surface variation caused by meteorologicaì effects are

presented for Hudson Bay for two selected time periods.

To i nvest i gate the genera I effects of wi nd stress on trans i ent

sea surface elevation change, each wind stress coefficient formuìa

shown in Figure 4.7 will be used to convert the derived sea surface

wind to wind stress. The test runs are conducted for the Hudson Bay

area since the atmospheric disturbances associated with the selected

weather are more typical during the SEASAT mission period. Based on

the reproduced sea surface elevation, a proper choice of the wind

stress coefficient formula can also be made as wi I I be discussed

later. Beside the momentum transfer that takes places at the a¡r-
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sea interface, âñ appropriate expression for the energy dissipation

at the sea fìoor is aìso required to compìete the problem

formulation. To i I ìustrate the model ì ing algor¡thm, the ì inear

bottom stress law will be used, at this stage, with a vaìue for the

I inear stress coefficient of 0.2\ cn/s.

0n examination of the qual ity of the weather charts and coverage

of the satel I i te orbi t tracks over Hudson Bay dur i ng the SEASAT

mission time, two periods are selected to i I lustrate the trans¡ent

sea surface elevation change. Figure 5.1 shows the satellite paths

for August 4-6 (sol id I ines) and August l8-2t (dashed I ines). Some

of these paths are deleted due to their extreme short coverages

through the model area. Aìso most of these paths are very cìose to

the coastal area where the grid spacing of the numerical sea model

may not be smal I 
"nough 

to al low accurate interpolation along the

sateì I ite tracks. Table 5.1 gives the deleted satel ì ¡te orbit

tracks and the averaged sea ì^,ater depth of the satellite coverage.

Table !..l Deleted SEASAT Orbit Tracks 0ver Hudson Bay

Time Per iod Revolution Num. Averaged Depth (m)

August 4- 573 (Path 8) 20 .0

August I 8-2 I 30
I

28.

Although the correction profi les are presented for the Hudson Bay

experiment, the same approach can be appl ied for any sea basin

around the globe. Some examples of correction profi les for the

meteoroìogically induced surge elevation and tides of l'1*, Sz, Kl and

8l
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0,constituents will be illustrated for East China Sea and Yellow Sea

area. Figure !.2 shows the SEASAT paths over ECSYS area during two

typhoon per i ods ; Typhoon V'/endy f rom 28 of Ju I y to 2 of August

(dashed I ine) and Typhoon Carmen from 15 to 2l of August (sol id

line).

(e) lletero I oo i ca l Conditions and Derived Windfields

Hudson þy Exper i ment

F i gure 5.3 shows the tracks of the atmospher i c d i sturbances wh i ch

gave rise to the Hudson Bay transient surges. The solid line

corresponds to a depression track of August 4-6. This low pressure

disturbance moved .approximately eastward with an averaged centraì

pressure value of about ll0 mb and became stationary at the north-

eastern part of Hudson Bay dur i ng August 4 to August 5. As

illustrated by the rate of the movement, one wouìd expected that

considerabìe wind induced sea surface elevation could be piled up at

the south-east coast of Hudson Bay near the end of August 5 and the

beginning of August 6.

A siml iar but more stormy and rapid moving depression system is

also recorded during August l8-2.l. The dashed I ine in Figure 5.3

shows the motion of this disturbance. Although it is less stationary

than the depression system observed in August 4-6, it is believed to

be adequate to give rise to transient sea surface variation. The

weather charts in Figure 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate the developing

depression systems associated with the SEASAT tracks shown in Figure
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5.3. These charts are produced every three hours from the

Envi ronment Servi cesr pressure charts (Envi ronment Canada) and the

associated atmospheric disturbance is represented by the contour of

isobars with an interval of 4 mb. Thus they can readily be used for

the atmospheric model developed in the previous chapter.

The geostrophical ly derived sea surface windfields from the

weather charts in Figure 5.4 are given in Figure !.6. Superimposed

on these d i agrams are the i sobars from the weather charts

illustrating the direction of flow. The countercìockwise pattern of

the windfields confirms the consequence of the flow direction caused

by a depression in northern hemisphere. The maximum length of the

wind vectors correspond to a wind speed of 4.01 m/s whi le the

minimum wind magnitude is roughly l.O n/é (Aots) . The wind vectors

are plotted in every second position of the stream points in the sea

model grid for illustration purpose.

l,lore compl icated windf ields patterns are depicted in Figure 5.7.

They are derived from the weather charts shown in Figure 5.5. The

wind speed associated with these plots ranges from lmls (dots) to 8

m/s. Figure 5.5a and 5.7a show a combination of high and low

pressure systems over Hudson Bay at OOISZ in August t8. They evolved

to a single major ìow pressure system with an additionaì depression

of smaller magnitude moving toward Hudson Bay in the beginning of

August 21. Figure 5.7c depicts the resulting windfield at this

particular time period. The modeì predicts a very smal I wind speed

at the south-western coast of Hudson Bay. This is an indication of

vani sh i ng atmospher i c pressure grad i ent at the Col , a neutral area
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between two highs and two lows. Although some of the weather charts

show a very compl icated pressure distribution, the approximation of

geostroph i c to surface wi nd convers i on method demonstrates i ts

feasibi I ity in practical appl ication.

East China Sea and Yel ìow Sea Experiment

A total of lJ days (2 periods) of weather are considered over the

East China Sea and Yellow Sea area during the SEASAT mission. Each

period is characterized by a strong tropical weather disturbance

(typhoon) with a duration of almost 6 days. F¡gure !.8 depicts the

tracks of the typhoons; Wendy as dashed I ine and Carmen as soì id

ìine. They enter the sea model at the south-east corner and become

stationary over East China Sea region for about 4 days before they

move away through the north-east corner .of the model (ttorea) . S ince

the weather information is colìected in every 6 hours, it is not

cont i nuous enough to descr i be the chang i ng weather pattern as i n

Hudson Bay case. This may seriously affect the surge elevation

computation by the sea model . Exper i ences from storm surge

modelling in the North Sea and lrish Sea areas (from the research at

the lnstitute of Oceanographic Sciences (l0S) at Bidston, UK) show

that at least 3 hour intervals of weather are necessary to produce

real istic surge phenomena (cnoi (1g84)). Thus interpolations of

weather charts in time and space are performed for both periods

a I ong the d i sturbance tracks. Th i s procedure assumes that the

typhoon move I i near I y between two poi nts at wh i ch the weather

information was made avai lable. Windfield is then recreated evenly

along the ì ine defined by these positions at hourly intervals.
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Figures 5,9 and 5.10 show some sample wind stress patterns

calculated from the atmospheric model. lsobars are overìain in each

diagram to show the direction of movement. The magnitude of the wind

stress is related to surface wind speed through the stress law by Wu

(1980,ì982) as expìained in previous sections.

(Þ) Computationaì Procedure and Trans i ent Sea Surface Prof i I es

The flow diagram of Figure !.ìl illustrates the computational

method used to reproduce the meteorological ly induced surge. The

depth field, initial and boundary conditions and the model grid are

the fundamental parameters in the procedure. The next phase is to

gather the necessary atmospheric information to simulate ttre actual

weather cond i t i ons for surge generat i on. The trans i ent sea surface

height is computed i teratively at each elevation grid points for

successive time step. The instantaneous sea surface topography is

bui ìt up from an ini tiaì state of rest, satisfying the prescribed

boundary conditions. ln the present computation, wind stress and

atmospheric pressure gradient are input to the stream points of the

entire sea model in regular intervaìs. For numerical accuracy, the

weather informations are input to the algorithm at least 2l+ hours

prior to the first expected output. This alìows sufficient time for

the meteoroìogical forces and friction to remove the influence of

the inital conditions in the solution. Then the transient sea

surface el evat i on change can i terat i vel y be computed at any des i red

time period.
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During each time step of the iterative procedure, the wind speed

is quadraticaì ly converted to wind stress as an externaì forcing

function. A number of wind stress coefficient formulae have been

tested in the simulations (described in previous chapter) before the

final adoption of Wurs formula (Wu (ì980,.l982)). Both I inear and

quadratic bottom friction ìaws are used during the test runs to

investigate the stability of the algorithm for the reproduction of

transient sea surface variation. Although the stress estimated by

using Brocks and Krugermeyer (1972) reìation is about 2.5 times

larger than that calculated by Heaps OgeS,196Ð at 3 n/s wind

speed, a typical wind speed value for the period of August 4-6, an

averaged change i n sea surface he i ght of I ess than I .! cm i s

observed in simulations. Simi lar results are obtained from higher

wind speed environments (August l8-21) in which the wind stress

computed using wurs formula (wu (ì980,1982)) is about 2 times larger

than the one predicted by Heaps(tg6S, t969) ar wind speed of 6 m/s.

These results imply that the choice of the wind friction coefficient

does not make too much difference for the wind speed range typical

for this research.

Using the wind stress coefficient proposed by Wu (1980,.l982), the

transient sea surfaces along the satel I ite orbit tracks are computed

using both quadratic and ì inear bottom stress laws. The values of

0.2\ cm/s and 0.002! are used for the constant coeff i c i ents of

ì inear and quadratic bottom friction. Two features are observed in

this comparison; (l) the peak to trough amplitudes of the sea

surface oscillation associated with the quadratic bottom friction

are considerably ìarger than those generated by I inear bottom
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stress. The magni tude of osci I lation increases wi th decrease of

water depth but the wavelenght remains approximately the sãme in

both cases, and (2) the absolute difference between the sea surface

height resulted (from both laws) also varies with depth; the

shal lower the water, the larger the difference in computed sea

surface eìevations. ln spite of these smal I differences in

numerical values, the general magnitudes and dynamic shape of the

transient sea surface profi les and the spatiaì distribution patterns

remain much the same.

For orbit by orbit altimeter correction, a two dimensional

interpolation scheme is used. Figures !..l2 and 5.13 are the

simulated transient sea surface profi les along the selected

sateìlite orbit tracks. ln Figures !..l2 and 5,13, the horizontal

(t¡me) axis are assigned, f or convenience, v,,ith respect to the

computer searching time for the satellite orbit tracks over Hudson

Bay. The actual mission time is given in the figure caption. The

simulation results of August 4-6 (figure 5.12) indicate that the

difference in sea surface elevation along the satellite orbit tracks

due to meteorological forces can be as large as I cm. llore

significant differences are observed in Figure !.lJ which show the

simulated transient sea surface profi les during August l8-21. Path

number 5 (revolution # 760) indicates a difference in sea elevation

of up to ll+ cm whereas path number 20 (revolution # 77Ð shows

only 5 cm variation. Column 3 of Tabìe !.2 summarizes the

magnitudes of the transient sea surface variation along the selected

satellite orbit tracks. Also shown in this table are the wind speed

ranges interpolated along the tracks that produce these variations.
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Table 5.2 summary of rransient Sea surface Variations and the
Re I ated l,l i nd Speed Ranges .

Wi nd Speed
Revo I ut i on Num. Range (m,/s)

Prof iìe Variation l.lodeì Variation
(cm) (cm)

559 (pa

56\ (pa

57 \ (pa

.5 - 6.0

.0 - tì.0

.5 - 21.0

2)
6)

e)

5)
e)

rh
rh
rh

(path
(pa th
(path
(pa th

32.0 - \.5
4.0 - 5.0
t.0 - 4.0

6.0 - 17 .o
o.o - 6.5
7.0 - I ì.0
6.o - 5.5

-r0.0 - 4.0
-4.5 - 6.o
-7 .O - 2.0
-3.0 - 2.0

4.0 - 5.0
3.0 - 8.0
2.5 - \.0
2.0 - 6.0

4.00 -15
-16
-8

-3.0 - 5.0
-8.0 - o.o

760
765
779
789

-t
-l
-tt6)

20)

Figures 5..l4 and 5.15 show the spatial distribution of the

transient sea surface elevation while the satellite was in the

m i dd I e of i ts tracks over Hudson Bay. The dotted I i nes are the

footpr i nts of the SEASAT tracks. The d i str i.but i on of the trans i ent

sea surface elevation for August 6 at 3.42 hr (rigure 5.14c) is in

very good agreement wi th the wi nd pattern resul t i ng from the

stationary depression system at the north-eastern part of Hudson

Bay. An attempt was made to fol low the development of the spatiaì

distributions due to the disturbance during August l8-2i, hohlever,

an examination of successive surface features did not reveal any

clear trend in the changing distributions. lt is concluded that the

surface topography does not develop in a slow and gradual fashion as

those observed for August 4-6. This is perhaps attributed to the

fast movi ng character of the system, So that the trend of

distributions does not have sufficient time to estabì ish. From

these diagrams it is cìear that the magnitude of the transient sea

surface variations of the entire model is ìarger than those reported

il3
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in column 3 of rable 5.2. The magnitude of the spatial distribution

is also summarized in Tabìe !.2 as references to the variations

a I ong the orb i t tracks .

The results presented in the Table 5.2 also imply that the wind

speed i s not the maj or const i tuent to the product i on of the

transient sea surface elevation change. For example, the sea surface,

profiles of revolution # 56\ shows an elevation change of I cm in

wind speed range of 4.0 m/s to !.0 m/s. However, the same wind speed

range produces almost twice in the magnitude of the sea surface

variation for revolution # 16o. This difference is accounted for by

the atmospher i c pressure grad i ent and wi nd i nduced sea surface

eìevation pi led up during, and more importantly, before the

obseivation. The results of this study signify the importance of

transient sea state in the precision requirement for the SEASAT

geophysical data since the wind speed considered so far has a very

low magnitude. However, through this research, âñ additional

unimpìemented correction is tested and provided for the SEASAT

altimeter measurement and correction algorithm.

(s) Resul ts from East China Sea and Yel low Sea

ln the preceding section, a particular correction algorithm to

sea surface height measurements has been discussed and suggested in

addition to those given in the SEASAT-ALT cDR tape. Srrictly

speaking, if one recalls the total time varying sea surface T(t) in

chapter ll, there are other phenomena needed to be included. ln most

cases, however, the corrections due to body tide, loading tide, and

I ì8



mar¡ne tide are avai lable. For exampìe, the Gìobal Ocean Tides

model by Schwiderski (1978) contains al I these corrections up to

eleven tidal constituents. Whi le this type of globaì model gives

reasonable results in open sea, poor unacceptable values are given

near coastal areas.

Since the nonl inear version of the model I ing scheme is capable of

reproduc i ng surge and t i de, some exampì es of trans i ent surge

modelling with tides are given here to illustrate that both of these

phenomena can be s imul taneous I y taken i nto account i n one model .

One important aspect of this is that the marine tide can be

calculated for a few days yet the computation time is many times

faster than the Global Ocean Tides tape prepared by Schwiderski

(1978). Of course the marine tide will be the best computed by an

array of response functions over the area, based on a dense network

of observations in practice (Cartwight and Alcock (198'|)).

Four examples of surge and tide computations from each period are

shown in Figures 5.16 to 5.19. Dashed lines are the observed sea

surface elevation profi ìes from the SEASAT after removing the SS3

profiìes from them. The DC adjustments to the residual profiìes have

been performed in order to bring the observations to the datum of

the model . Strategy of determi n i ng the amount of DC sh i ft i ng i s

described in chapter 6. Diagrams (b) and (c) in the figures are

respectively surge alone and tide alone computations, while the (a)

diagrams are the computations of surge together with tides of 1,1., S¿

, Kt and 0, Thus by removing the computed vaìue of either tide

alone or surge alone from all (a) diagrams, one can also study the

ì l9
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magnitude of interaction between surge and tide( Davies and Flather

(.l978)). From the figures and the rest of the computations, the

typhoon induced surge elevation is found to be as large as 80 cm

while tide alone is almost 2 to 4 times larger in magnitude. These

indicate that the sea surface eìevation change in the East China Sea

and Yel low sea is predominantìy tides, phenomena which was also

observed and numerical simulated in rhat area by Choi (.|980,t983)).

2. 0n Wind Speeds f rom SEASAT Altimeter and l,lSL Pressure Charts

Beside the measurements of global sea surface topography, the

SEASAT altimeter geophysical data set also contains valuable

information on nadir wind speed. The microwave altimeter measures

the radar echo power backscattered from the sea surface at vertical

incidencer urìlike the scatterometer which does its recording at a

variety of incidence angìes. The retrievaì of nadir wind speed from

the altimeter is possible because the strength of the backscatter is

responding primari ly to the sea surface roughness which is

influenced by the surface winds. After an extensive study by Brown

et al. (.l981), a relationship between the vertical backscatter

coefficient and wind speed at l0 m height above the sea surface is

formul ated. Accuracy assessments on the wi nd speed i nferred from

this relation have been carried out by Ferdor and Brown (1982) and

l'Jentz et al. (1982). Their analysis was based on the comparison of

a I t i meter i nfer red w i nd speed data to buoy measurements or those
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obtained from other two SEASAT microwave sensors; the SEASAT

I'licrowave Scatterometer (sAss) and the Scanning l,iultichannel

I'ti crowave Rad iometer (s¡t¡tR) . The resu ì ts obta i ned by Fedor and

Brown (1982) show that Brown's algorithm yields unbiased wind speed

estimate. l.lhi le the main objective of sAss is to provide accurate

wind vector measurements, the model function, which is used to

convert the scatterometersr measurements to neutral stabi I i ty wind

vectors, requires further study as concluded by Jones at al. (1982).

0n the other hand, the method used to derive the sea surface wind

field from the l4sL pressure charts is based on the assumption of

geostrophic fìow and an empiricaì relation obtained by Hasse and

wagner (1971) , which convert the geostrophic wi nd to surface wind.

The method al so takes the Cor iol i s force and sea surface fr i ction

into account and is considered to give a good estimate to the

surface truth. The fol lowing discussion presents the comparison

between the geostrophical ly derived sea surface wind and satel I ite

altimeter inferred wind during the Hudson Bay experiment.

(g) SEASAT Altimeter Wind Speed Algorirhm

ln micro\^/ave frequencies, the vertical backscatter coeff icient is

sensitive to the mean square slope of the low pass filtered replica

of the true ocean surface. According to the spectral modet by

Phillips (1977), the mean square slope of the filter surface shourd

vary logrithmical ly with the wind speed. Therefore, a correìation

between the backscatter coeff i c i ent and w i nd speed can be

establ ished from observations. using ship reports, aircraft
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measurements' buoy measurements, and data base from both the GE0s-3

and Skyìab sateì I ites, ârì empirical reìationship is developed by

Brown at aì. (198.|). The procedure of finding the empiricaì moder

function is accompl ished by a least square algorithm which estimates

the enviromental parameter vector É which minimizes the fol ìowing

sum of squares (S0S) :

sos = (il - F(Ë,ö))^ / v^r, .....(5.ì)

where

0

F

Var

il

- observation vector for the measurement

- measurement vector

- modeì function

- expected variance between measurement and model function

ln SEASAT altimetry, the modeì function f(Ë,ö) relates the

observed wi nd speed to the backscatter coeff i c i ent measured as

vector fi. 0n careful analyses of many data sets by Brown et

"1. 
(1981) ' a three-branch logarithmic relationship between the

backscatter coefficient and wind speed is proposed. This algorithm

estimates the magnitude of the wind speed at l0 m height which is

essentially a two-step numerical process. First, a three_branch

relation converts the verticaì backscatter coefficient (in dB) for
t'JG (m/s), then the wind speed at ro m is calculated as a function of

WG. The first step is as follows:
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l'/G = exp
. S-B( ------------- )

A

'(5 +*'t)/to

.....6.2)

where

S = ì0

The constants A and B are function of backscatter coefficient and

are given in Table 5.3. WG is then refined by a polynomiaì to yield

W,o as:

W,, = WG for WG > 16 m/s

and

6

w,o=I c¡ þtGìforwcc16m/s .....$.3)
ì=t

where cl = 2.087799, C2 = -O .36\9928, C3 = 0.04062421, C4 =

-0.00190\95, and C5 = 0.00003288189.

Furthermore the conversion of wind speed at ì0 m to SASS's wind

Table 5.3 Coefficients A and B for the Three-branch Wind Speed
Algorithm Proposed by Brown et al.(1981).

Wi nd Speed
Range (m/s)

Backscatter Coeff i cient
Ranse (dB) BA

tJG -< 7 .81

7.81 < t,lc -< lo.o3

10.03 \< þ/G

4 > 10'9

10.9>æaàl0,l2

%' < 10.12

0.017215

-o .03 r 996

-o . t2\651

0.0 r 5g5o

0.039893

o . o8oo74

speed height (19.5 m) can be accomplished by muìtiplying the I,J,, by a
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constant which equals to I.06 (Loreìl et al. (1980)).

The algorithm described above is derived mainly from the GE0s-3

measurements and s i nce the GE0S-l radar had undergone extens i ve

prefl ight backscatter coefficient testing, thus a comparison between

the measurements of backscatter coefficient by SEASAT and GE0S-3,

respectively' would give an assessment on SEASAT measurements (Fedor

and Brown (1982)). Both data were searched to find the cross-over

points within a maximum time difference of I hour. The results of

comparison show an average difference between the two data sets of

1.6 dB. The source of this discrepancy is sti I I unknown at present

and for the purpose of wind speed study all measurements for SEASAT

have been reduced by .l.6 dB. This correction is also included in the

geophysiéal data avai labìe from NOAA Environmental Data and

lnformation Service (EDIS) .

(Þ) Compar i son Stat i st i cs

The nadir wind speed at l0 m reference height along the selected

paths of August 4-6 and August 18-21 are depicted in Figures !.20

and !.2.l respectively. Also i I lustrated are the wind speeds derived

from the l,lSL pressure charts. Table !.4 gives the comparison

stat i st i cs, i .e. , the ranges of wi nd speed, the number of sampl es,

the mean difference and the standard deviation. The correlation of

the two wind profi les are reasonably good for revolution numbers

57\, 765, and 789. To establ ish a statistical relation between the

two data bases, a residual frequency plot of the difference of the

two data sets for wind speed below l0 m/s is showed in Figure j.22.
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The generaì shape of the histogram foìlows a normal distribution
with maximum ìocated at zero residual. The overal I mean difference

for both periods is ì.4.| m/s with a standard deviation of l.BO m/s.

These numbers are very simi ìar to those obtained by wentz et al.
(1982) for aì t imeter i nterred wi nd speed aga i nst i ns i tu anemometer

measurements . They repor ted a mean d i fference of - I .6 m,/s and a

standard deviation of 1.6 m/s for 6 comparisons over the range of I

m/s lo 5 n/s.

Tab I e !.4 Stat i st i cs of t/i nd Speed Compar i sons

Revolution
Number

l,lode I

Ra nge
(m/s)

SEASAT
Ra nge
(m/s)

Number of llean
Comparisons Difference

(m/s)

Standard
Deviation

(m/s)

559
56t,
57h

2 .0-g .0
1.0-9.5
ì.0-3.5

.27

.55

.20

2 .00
2.15
0 .90

760
765
779
789

2.0-\.5
4.o-5.o
I .0-4.0

2

2

-0

92
ì89
92

4.o-5.o
3.o-8.o
2.5-/1 .o
2.0-6.O

3 .0-g .0
I .0- ì 0.0
ì 0.0- I 3.0
2 .0-8 .0

97
209
5r

t0t

2.79
0.09
8. r8
I .00

1.73
2.38
0.48
1 .63

One way to minimize the hidden discrepancy is to increase the

size of the data set. Because of the nature of the wind speed

prediction modeì, it has been possible in this research to compare

considerabìy more data points along the satellite orbit tracks for a

period of several days. Table 5.! summarizes the overal I statistics
for al I the revoìutions along w¡th the results obtained by other

authors as compar i sons.

The results (last row) are obtained from the revolutions I isted

in Table 5.\ (except for revolution number 779) wi th wind speeds
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rang¡ng from I m/s to ì0 m/s. The first three rows are obtained by

wentz et al . (.l982) on wi nd speed retr ived from the sEASAT

scatterometer (sAss) , a ì t imeter (ALT) , and rad iometer (sl4f,lR) .

A I though they conc luded that the sASs , ALT, and sl,lllR w i nds agree

with the insitu "n"ror"a"r measurements, the size of the data sets

are very ì imited and this undoubtedly introduces some statistics
uncer ta i nt i es to the resu I ts . For the 87 compar i sons made between

the buoy measurements and sateì ì ¡ te al t imeter i nferred wi nd speeds,

Fedor and Brown (1982) give a mean difference of -0.25 n/s and a

standard deviation of .|.6 m/s over the range of I m/s to l0 m/s.

Table 5.5 Summary of
Wi nd Speed

Different Type of Altimeter lnferred
Compar i sons

Compar i son
Type

Number of
Compar i sons

l,lean
D i fference
(m/s)

Standard
Deviation
(m/s)

Author s

ALT-Anemometer

ALT-StîtlR

A LT- SASS

A LT- Buoy

ALT-I'1SL

6

6

5

8l

689

- I .6¡+

3.08

-3.33

'o.25

t .4l

1 .62

| .67

2.31

r .60

r .80

l.lentz et al.
( ì 982)

l.Jentz et al.
( I 982)
Wentz et al.
( ì 982)
Fedor and Brown
( ì 982)
in this thesis

Further statistics for the altimeter retrieved and the

geostrophicaì ly derived sea surface wind speeds along the SEASAT

orbi t tracks are tabulated in Table 5.6. The percentage of

reduction for the mean altimeter inferred wind magnitude llit to the

magnitude of the llSL derived wind tidl is given by:
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lVrl lü¿l

tIl .....(5.t{)

where bû is the precentage of reduction. ln almost all cases ,

-lÑàt is less than tÈt as shown in Table 5.6. The averaged reduction

for aìl the selected SEASAT orbit tracks is approximately 2g9<.

Tab ì e !.6 Precent Reduct i on ah Requ i red to Reduce the
fiean Altimeter lnferred l.Jind to t'lodel Derived wind

Átu\

Revolution
Number

lEl
(m/s) (

Vd Percent of
Reduct i on

Per i od Tota ì

Reduct i on Reduct i onn/s

559
56\
57 t+

6.19 3.9 t

7.10 t+.53
2.73 2.91

36.82
36. tZ

-6.5o2
22.22

31 .532

21.52
76o
765
779
789

7 .36
7 .25

12.05
5.75

4.\5
7 .15
3 .89
\.65

37 .9"4
t.\oz
67.92
ì8'92

The finite jump discontinuities observed in the nardir wind speed

profiles (Figures 20 through 2l) indicate some deficiency of wind

speed estimates from the aìtimeter. These discontinuities are I ikely
caused by the empirical relation (equation (2.6)) which indirectly
determines the backscatter coefficient from the AGU algorithm.

Although the wind speeds profiles depicted in Figures J.2o and j.21

are functions of time alone, they are in fact functions of three

independent variables; latitude, ìongitude, âñd time. For a

meaningful comparison, it is necessary to have the measurements made

as close to each other as possible in both space and time. As far as

spatial interpolation of SEASAT tracks is concerned, it can be
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accurateìy done by fitting any 2-dimensional basis function to the

derived windfield. Questionable results may, however, resuìt in the

time domain interpolation since wind field is highìy variable in

nature and aìso the llSL pressure charts used to extract them are

onìy avai lable every 3 hours. This is one of the main reasons why

the comparison of wind speed is not performed for the weather charts

obtained for East china sea and Yel low sea area. The derived wind

speed profiles depicted in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 are interpoìated

I inearly from two weather charts which are nearest to the average of

the SEASAT orbit times over the Hudson Bay. Hence uncertainties in

wind speed are undoubtedly inherent. lf wind speed comparison is to

be made for sufficientìy long data set (a few revolution of data),

then a more sophisticated interpoìation technique wi I I be necessary

to retrieve wind speed informations from several weather maps.
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CHAPTER VI

OCEAN BOTTOI'1 FR ICT ION STUDY

l. Backqround 0cean Bottom Friction Studv

ln previous computations, the ocean bottom friction terms in the

equations of motion have been parametrized in terms of (l) the

depth-averaged current and (2) the square of the depth-averaged

current. For deep water, these representations of the ocean bottom

friction are sufficient,. However, in extremely shal low water areas

with water depth, less than I or 2 m, there may be some difficulties
with numerical stabi I ity of the solution since both frictional laws

are expressed in terms of inverse water depth. Therefore, other

representat i ons of ocean bottom stress may be des i rab I e i n

hydrodynamic model ì ing, especial ìy when the water depth is shaì ìow.

The al lowable expression for the bottom friction law must, in

general, satisfy the following criteria:

(l) lt should give a reasonable magnitude of bottom stress in
shal low water (less than I m), since both the I inear and

quadratic ìaws approach to infinity nearly exponential Iy as the

depth approaches to zero.

(2) lt

express i on

must be

may

the

computationally

be physical ly

'new' representation
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s impl e to use. A compl ex

unrealistic in practice.

Furthermore, shouìd somehow vary with



water depth, an important control parameter.

(3) I t shouìd be compatible with the conventional bottom

friction laws, i.e., the I inear or quadratic friction laws, as

the water depth increases.

Given these conditions, the fol ìowing general ization for the

ocean bottom friction term can be used (Ramming (.l978)):

UM(¡ a
6

-^rH
Þ_:__ 0

Hflà
(6.t)

where l'1 = I or 2 and N = 0, ì, 2, . The parameter l'1 denotes the

selection of frictional law with u corresponds to the magnitude of

depth-averaged current. The parameter N denotes the selection of

dampi ng effect at shal low water and ao , i s a constant wi th or

wi thout dimension, depends upon the selections. For N = O, the

generalized bottom friction law of equation (6..|) reduces to the

familiar ìinear and quadratic friction laws for f4 = I and z,

respectiveìy. ln these cases, ao becomes the I inear stress

coefficient and quadratic stress coefficient, accordingly. To see

the behavior of the generalized law in shallow water, equation (6..|)

is plotted f or a f ew comb inat ions of N and l't aga inst the water depth

H, assuming both the current and the constant to be unity (Figure

6.1). From this diagram, it is evident that the functions l/H

(l inear friction) and l/Hz (quaAratic friction) which are associated

wi th depth-averaged current are not sui table for shal low water (e.g.
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from 0.6 m to .l.2 m). ln general, the addition of the inverse

exponential function exp(-NH) in equation (6.1) reduces the

magnitude of the bottom stress when the water depth is approaching

zero. lf the water depth fieìd in the modeì I ing area is restricted

simiìar to the number given in the figure, equation (6.1) with N = l
or 2 would be adeguate to minimize the instabi I ity of the solution

in shal low water. Further experiments have to be carried out to
examine other treatments of the bottom friction defined by equation

(6.1). This will require proper in situ measurements in coastal

water areas. Further complications arise if the coefficient ao in

equation (6. l) is no longer simpìy a constant. From the experiences

i n sea surface wi nd stress coeff i c i ent , ão may vary wi th current

(for example, a linear proportionality of ao to current speed). This

is itself a very compl icated matter to be studied with our present

knowledge, although the possibi I ity does exist for further

experiment. Equation (6..|) however overcomes the problem of shallow

water and converges to usual friction ìaw when water depth

i ncreases.

2 Estimation of Ocean Bottom Stress and Frict¡on Coefficient

There are several techniques which can be used to estimate

boundary shear stress. I'lost of these techn iques requ i re in s i tu

measurements, thus they were impractical unti I the last two decades.

The most common ones are (l) Reynoìd Stress or Eddy correlation, (2)

velocity Profile and (3) Quadratic stress. They are briefly
descr ibed as fol lows.
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Reynold Stress Techn i que

ln turbuìent f low, the

bottom can be considered to

some interval of time.and

(Bowden ( I 978) and Bowden and

g i ven by:

T R

b = Jþ

velocity in the vicinity of the ocean

have two components: mean values over

i ts i nstantaneous component u I and w'

Fairbairn (lgle)) . lire rotaì stress ts

_t_tJ_

tz
-Í ut w'

where the bar denotes the mean value of the product and þ is the

kinematic coefficient of viscosity. The instantaneous current

fluctuation in the main flow and its verticaì component are

respectively represented by u' and wr. The first term on the right-
hand side is cal led the viscous stress whi le the last term is the

Reynold stress. since the viscous sublayer is about I cm in deep

sea and 0.1 cm in continentaì shelf (Bowden (ìg7g)), and since the

viscous stress is smaì I compared to the Reynold stress outside the

viscous sublayer or in ful ly turbulent flow, the stress is usual ìy

expressed as:

ut wt ..... (6.2)
3Ë

Equat ion (6.2) has

Heathershaw (1976)

coefficient.

been used by Bowden and

to estimate bottom stress

Fa i rba i rn (tgSí) and

and quadratic stress
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Velocitv Prof i le l'lethod

The logarithmic velocity profile was described in terms of

Karman - Prandtl equation as derived in Sverdrup et al. (1942).

is given by:

the

It

U (z) lnUx= -----
ko

,_7_,:')

where ko is assumed to be 0.40. zo is the length scale associated

with bottom roughness and is smal I compare with z. Uü is the drag

velocity or frictional velocity. The above equation is in exactìy

the same form as the one adpoted for the sea surface wind analysis

(equation (4.14) in chapter 4). For z.<< zô, it becomes:

c
u (z)

5 6.tb
-zln -;-

Lo
....(6.3)b

where the boundary shear stress

the velocity profile.

î; can be derived from the slope of

0uadratic Stress Law

It has been experimentaì ìy shown that the shear stress at the

boundary is proportional to the fìuid density and square of the mean

velocity:

2-

Uz'
S

qo c
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where C is called the drag coefficient or quadratic bottom stress

coefficient and zr is usual ly taken at a reference height above the

sea bed. ln oceanography, ¡t is customary to take z¡ equal to lo0

cm. Equations (6.4) and (3.8) are essentiaìly the same only that the

velocity term in equation (3.8) is a depth-averaged quantity.

ln fact, all the above methods require highly sophisticated

instruments and careful data processing and very often, they present

considerabìe technical diff¡culties. For example, the Reynold

stress method needs sens i t i ve i nstrumentat i on to measure current

fluctuation and time consuming time series analysis for data

interpretation while the velocity profile technique demands

measurements of current as a function of depth. Thus, the quadratic

stress I aw has become a very popuì ar al ternat ive. llany exper iments

have been devoted to the estimation of the quadratic bottom stress

coefficient C to better define the law. However, unlike the results

obtained for the quadratíc wind stress coefficient (chapter 4) , the

value of c is still uncertain and a wide range of value has been

conc I uded.

ln general, two approaches can be empìoyed to determine the ocean

bottom friction coefficient. The direct and usual approach is to

measure the components of the current velocity, thereby extracting

the stress on the bottom boundary using Reynold stress technique

(e.q. Bowden and Fairbairn (1956)). However, if measurements of

current can be made as a function of depth, stress can be deduced

graphically. ln either case, the computed stress may then be equated
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to either quadratic or linear stress law to estimate the constant of

proportional ity. The trouble with this approach is the

assess¡bi I ity to deep ocean environment where the instal ìment and

maintenance of equipments would be coastly and time consuming. 0n

the other hand, the model I ing approach uses theoretical calculations

and makes poss i bl e compar i sons wi th observat i ons anywhere i n the

gìobe. For example, Grace (.l930) provided a suitabìe value for the

I inear stress coefficient from observations made in ocean tidal

modelling of the Gulf of Suez. This approach is further facilitated
when a massive number of observations are avai lable. The SEASAT-ALT

data provide such an opportunity and are thus ulti I ized in this

research. Tables 6.ì and 6.2 summarize some of the earlier as well

as recent work done on the estimation of frictional coefficients.

l4ost of these values are derived from the tidal ly-induced current

observations through a combination of the quadratic stress law with

one of the above methods. These measurements are largeìy confined

by the number of measurements, so that they can not be used as a

reliable representation. From the Table (6.2) it is clear that the

consistency of the quadratic friction coefficient is not

satisfactory, aìthough the values obtained from the Red wharf Bay

indicate a small deviation and fall in a range near the traditional

value of 0.003.
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Table 6. I Values of Linear Friction Coefficients for Bottom
Friction Process.

Au thor
Frictional
Coefficient Area

l.leenink (1958)
Stock (1976)

0..l7 - 0.31 cmls
0 .245 cn/ s

Southern North Sea
Guìf of Caì ifornia

Table 6.2 Values of Quadratic Friction Coefficients for Bottom
F r i ct i on Process .

Author
Frictional
Coeff i c i ent Area

Grace (1930) 0.003
Bowden E Fairbairn (1952) 0.0036
Bowden E Fa i rba i rn (1956) 0.0024
Bowden et al. (1959) 0.0035
Charnock (1959) 0.0034
Sternberg (1968) o.o03t
Hearrhershaw (1976) o.oot5-0.00t9
Stock (1976) o.oot5
Wolf (ì980) o.ool\-o.o27t
Weatherly s Wimbus (1980) 0.0056
Chr i ss ê Caldwel I (1982) 0.0032-0.008
Bowden & Fergurson (t980) 0.0040-0.0047

Guìf of Suez
Red llharf Bay, Ang l esey
Red Wharf Bay,Anglesey
Red Wharf Bay,Anglesey
Red llharf Bay,Angìesey
Puget Sound ,l,lash i ngton
lrish Sea
Gulf of Caì ifornia
Northern lrish Sea
Blake-Bahama 0uter Ridge
0regon Shel f
Eastern lrish Sea

f . 0pt imizat ion Approach

The ocean bottom friction parameter, which relates the depth

integrated current component to the bottom stress component, depends

directly on a constant (t inear stress coefficient) and inversely on

the water depth. The I inear bottom stress ìaw is given earl ier as:

n_f n?
F- ¡ ---'-- U , G, = ---J,-- y .....(6.5)ßH6H

1\5



where is the I inear stress coefficient having a typicaì value of

0.24 cm,/s (Weenink (1958)). The only justif ication of the I inear

bottom friction law I ies in its mathematical simpl icity. For both

storm surge and tide modelling, the linear ìaw has been demonstrated

to be a reasonable approximation (e.g. Grace (.l930), Heaps (lg6g)

and Pekeris and Accad (lg6g)). The wind stress coefficient formula

of Wu (1980,1982) is used in the model ì ing of fricrionaì

coefficients at the air-sea interface and numerical tests have been

carr i ed out to study the trans i ent sea surface he i ght var i at i on by

varying the bottom stress coefficient. The results from the

selected SEASAT mission periods show a general decrease of transient

surge ampl itude as the coefficient increases and also the smoothness

of the sea surface topography seems di rectly proportional to the

bottom stress coefficient. Not only is the determination of

coefficient important in the transient sea surface elevation

simulation, a proper value of it is also essential in ocean tidal

model I ing probìem since the assumption of ocean bottom friction as

dissipation mechanism has been preferred in some compìex geophysical

research (Grace (1930) and Pekeris and Accad (1969)).

The most commonly used alternative of frictional dissipation is

to express the bottom stress i n terms of the square of the mean

cur rent ve I oc i ty, and i s g i ven by:

F, _ç_l__
H"

_9_3__
l-l "

JJ
V.VU.U G ..... (6.6)

coefficient, which

Equating the stress

g

where C is the dimensionless quadratic stress

traditionally takes a value close to 0.0025.
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est imated from the I i near I aw of equat i on (6.¡) to the stress of

quadratic friction ìaw, the difference between the two coefficients
is that the C contains a multiplicative term (U"+V" ¡¿- /ll. The

handl ing of the quadratic fríctional dissipation requires speciaì

attention on the water depth field. ln extremely shalìow water area,

there may be some probìems wi th the stabi I i ty of the equations of

motion and the resulting values of sea surface elevation and current

could be unreaì istical ly large. Also, the components u and v
expressed by equation (6.6) are in the vicinity of the ocean bottom

and they cannot arbi trar i ìy be replaced by depth-averaged current

values wi thout any assumpt¡on. Kagan (ì971) has summar ized the

publ ished quadratic bottom stress coefficients since lglB and his

report contains coefficient values ranging from 6xl0-3 to 2xlo-3,

which probabìy imply that the coefficient may be dependent on

d i fferent ocean i c depos i ts and bed forms.

Recal I the time varying sea surface equation of (2. ì ì)

h'(ø,r , t) G (É, "d, t) = T (t) (6.t1

I f the SE¡SAT-ALT measurements can be assumed to be accurate as

specified, the raw sea surface he¡ght data, after the appìication of

necessary corrections (equation (2.7)), should provide desired

information on the sea surface elevat¡on due to the time-dependent

effects. lt should, however, be understood that the left hand side

of equation (6.1) only represents an ideal si tuation for the time

varying sea state. The long wavelength unmodel led error in the

orbit computation due to insufficient accuracy in gravity model and

t\7
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the random noise are excìuded. since the unmodelìed error is, in

general, long waveìength of semi-cycì ic per revolution (¡iarsh and

l.Ji ¡ I ¡amson, .l980), it would only have effect of locaì 'Dc, shifting
in the SEASAT-ALT data segments such as the ones used in this
research. ln fact, ,DC, shifting can also be true for other

uncorrected long wavelength smal I ampì i tude anomal ies of tidal
loading of the solid earth, body tide and steric ocean variations.

The criterion used to determine a proper value for the linear

bottom friction coefficient is based on the goodness of fit between

the SEASAT-ALT measurement and the computed trans i ent va ì ue. Th i s

is done by minimizing the difference between the computed and

observed transient sea surface eìevations for each incremental

successive bottom friction coeffícients. A simi lar approach of

measurement, wh i ch i s based on the numer i ca l sol ut i on of the

Laplacers Tidal Equations and in-situ observations, was used by

Stock (1976) to model different tidal constituents in the Gutf of

cal ifornia. To accompl ish the procedure systematical ly, a constant

shifting of the SEASAT-ALT observations is required for al I the

I i near trend errors. S ¡ nce the t ime-dependent sea surface prof i I es

can be computed at the instant when the satellite is directly over

the sea model area, a constraint is provided to determine the amount

of 'Dc' shifting for the satel I ite observations. [.Jith the

assumption that the interpolation between spatial coordinates are

reasonably accurate, the goodness of fit between the model 5* ana

observat ion 5oa i s def i ned by

v __!__
N

l5"rrl - j:rG)t'N

E
1

K

t48
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where

The optimum frictional

assumed to be the truth

record i ngs.

Vl - var i ance for path i

N - number of points in the satelìite path i

k - experimental coefficient for the procedure

k - optimum value of k when V.l is minimized
ß

coefficient

val ue that

in equation

rise to the

k

grves

(6.8) i s

satel I i te

(g) Hudson þy Results

Before one appl ies the optimization approach which combines the

corrected sEASAT al timeter data wi th the model resul ts, short

wavelength geoid anomaì ies have to be investigated over the area.

The sea surface height given in GDR is an averaged measurement of I

sec interval. This is a sampì ing of surface distance of 7 km.

Therefore, the smal lest resolvable wavelength in the measurements

along the tracks is approximately l4 km (a distance of 3 consecutive

points), according to the Nyquist criteria. Smaì I scale geoid

anomal ies of this order could be very important because they can

contribute to observations which can not be accounted for in the sea

model . S i nce the ss3 surface i s used for the reduct i on of

observations and since al I the shal ìow water regions (less than 90

m) are discarded in the computations, only the geoidaì signatures

near the center of area which are below 60o N need to be considered.

Figure 6.2 shows five geoid profi les, two tracks from Aug 4-6 and

three tracks from Aug l8-2ì. Artificial constants were introduced to
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each curve to separate them for i I lustration only. These profi les

are derived from the gravimetric geoid (GEli loB) which was included

as one of the geophysicaì aìgorithm (C-Z) in the SEASAT_ALT GDR

Users Handbook (Loreì ì et al. (1980)). The profi tes depicted in
this figure clearly indicate the insigificance of short wavelength

geoid anomal ies, as the only known tectonic feature in this area is
the glacial-isostatic upl ifting of crust with scale comparabìe to

the entire Hudson Bay and adjacent region

Although the GEt'1 l0B was onìy completed to harmonic degree and

order of 36, ¡t was one of the better geoid surfaces availabìe for
scentific use. For the reduction of the sEASAT-ALT data, however, an

other reference surfaces which possibìy include high frequency

information should be used. Because of the use of laser, s band and

altimeter data in constructing the altimetric-derived reference

surface, it should contain far more high frequency information (or

smal I waveìength time-invariant features) than any GEÈ1 modeìs. Due

to the gridding and contouring procedures in determining the ss3

surface, data within a ! degree cap have been smoothed to some

extent.

ln addition to the geoid profi les dispìayed in Figure 6.2, smal ì

wavelength anomalies extracted by subtract¡ng the GEI'I ìoB f rom the

sS3 altimetric-derived mean sea surface (or mean sea level) are

depicted in Figure 6.3. Although these profi les are more undulating

than the geoid profiles shown in Figure 6.2, they are primarily long

wavelength in nature. They imply, again, the absence of small scaìe

anomalies along the orbit tracks.
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Since the largest signature in altimetry (ttre geoid) in the

Hudson Bay area is quite smooth, ocean tide may become an important

parameter in altimeter measurements beside the sea ìeveì

f I uctuat i ons caused by the random meteorol og i ca I forc i ngs. The

ocean tide vaìues of ti,e ="t"llite tracks shown in Figure 6.2 are

displayed in Figure 6.À. Although the values of the Schwiderski tide
model (ì978) is known to be erratic in this region, they are

i I ìustrated to show the characteristic of the ocean tidal signatures

along the tracks. ln terms of time series anaìysis, these signaìs
(Figure 6.4) are of very row frequency, with dashed ì ines

particularly on revolutions 765 and s6\ indicating their I inear

trends and the most serious ocean tidal variations. lf these

characteristics reasonably reflect the truth, they wiìì bring about

a constant ì inear shifting to the altimeter measurements when

appìied as correction. ln computing the error of higher frequency

sea surface var i at i ons a ì ong the tracks for the determ i nat i on of

bottom friction, correction of ocean tide is not as important as

some other areas.

Figures 6.5a through 6.5e dispìay the variations in the variance
:Vi as a function of linear bottom stress coeff icient ft- for four

SEASAT orbi t tracks. The data used in the optimization procedure

correspond to water depth greater than !0 m to avoid any possible

shal loh/ water nonl inear effects which can drastical ly affect the

results. The optimum vaìue for the coefficient obtained from these

paths (except path ! revolution #16Ð is 0.255 cm/s, The resut t
from path I shows an extraordinary large value for the linear stress

coefficient. This is mainly attributed to the absence of features in
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the residuaì sea surface after the removal of the SSJ surface from

the SEASAT-ALT measurements. The residual sea surface has almost a

constant sea surface elevation and this results in ìarge value of

stress coefficient in order to generate such a surface numerical ly.

The featureìessness of the residual sea surface ocassional ly occurs

because the SSJ surface aìso contains I imited amount of informations

about the transient sea surface variation, although it couìd

possibly represent a ìong term equi I ibrium surface. ln this case, a

d i fferent approach or other su i tab I e representat i on method of the

equ i I i br i um sea surface may be des i red.

The procedure of estimating quadratic bottom friction coefficient

and the water depth cond i t i on foì I ows those used for the I i near

friction coefficient. The ocean bottom frictional dissipative terms

in the equations of roi¡on are subsituted by equation (6.6) and the

model is run with different quadratic friction coefficient c. The

variations of the measurement given by equation (6.8) as a function

of c are depicted from Figure 6.6a to 6.6e for the selected

satellite orbit tracks. Similar to the result from optimization of

path I (revolution # 76Ð for I inear bottom friction law, a high

frictional dissipation in the modeì I ing is required to obtain

agreement between the satel I ite observations and theoret¡cal values.

such a high and unreaì istic dissipation is again due to the smal I

magn i tude f rom observat i ons and f rom computat i ons , so that random

errors from both sources dominate the information. Regardless of

this particular path, a mean value of quadratic friction coefficient

determined through the optimization procedure is found to be

0.00234, a value which is sìightìy smaller ín magnitude than the
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traditionaì ìy adopted value of 0.0025.

(Þ) East Ch i na Sea and Ye I ì ow Sea Resu I ts

The artificaì ly offset geoid profi ìes for the two selected time

periods are shown in Figure 6./. These profiles indicate even less

geoid unduìation than those in Hudson Bay. They are mostìy

characterized by ìinear functions (extremeìy low frequency). The

possibìe high frequency components in the geoid were also extracted

aìong the satel I ite tracks simi lar to the Hudson Bay case. These

high frequency compensated profiles are shown in Figure 6.8 and they

indicate a low frequency content along the tracks. Thus the geoid,

at least along these tracks, is basical ly ìong wavelength, and the

reduction of the sateìlite data by the ss3 surface, a higher

frequency reference surface, should further supress somewhat the

smaì I scale geoid anomaì ies if they exist.

since tidaì phenomena have been known to be important in this

area, ocean tide was calculated separately and also inclusively

together with surge anaìysis. Surges in this case have special

importance because they were produced by tropical storms, typhoons.

Figures 6.la through 6.gj show the relative magnitude of surge

aìone, ocean tide aìone, and body tide. Ocean tide was generated by

4 major tidal constituents (ltlr, sr, or and K,) and they have been

shown to be sufficient for the reproduction of tide in this region

(choi (ì980)). ln general, the variations of ocean tide along the

tracks is about 1.75 m w¡th the largest value occurring in

revoì ut i on /ll+ of 3 m. Surge ampl i tude was sma I I er accord i ng to

computat¡on, and a typical value being about 0.5 m. This value is 3
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to 4 times larger than the transient surge variation in Hudson Bay,

The effect of computating surge and tide together may change the

shape of these profiìes as shown in Figure 6.!a to 6.9j, due to the

surge and tide interaction. As iììustrated in chapter v, the sea

surface topographV (surge + tide) along the tracks appears to be

associated wi th the feature which has the largest reìative
magnitude, that is the ocean tide in this case. The surge profiìes

modify the profiles of ocean tide sl ightly by adding to them with a

smal I residual probabìy caused by some interaction. I t is also

obvious from these diagrams that low frequency smaìl magnitude body

tides along the satell ite tracks cause negl igible vertical shift of

the profi les when they are subtracted for correction, and thus they

can be safe I y i gnored .

0nìy the quadratic friction term is tested in this area simpìy

because the non I i near i ty of the term i s cons i stent wi th the sea

model formulation (advection) and other phenomena such as the

infìuence of nonl inear interactions amoung the tidal constituents.

The variance curves for the goodness of fit between the model and

the altimeter derived observations for each revoìution are displayed

in Figure 6.10a through 6.loj. The results of the optimization are

very consistent with each other with a range of values from 0.0023

to 0.0027. An averaged value is 0.002!0! for the fiction coefficient

of the quadratic ìaw.
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CHAPTER VI I

CONCLUS I ONS

Two most common ocean bottom friction laws have been examined in

th i s thes i s. By impr ement i ng these ì aws and vary i ng the bottom

frictional coefficients in the numerical scheme, surprisingly good

agreement between the SEASAT-ALT observat i on and theoret i ca I va I ue

i s obta i ned. The measurement of the var i ance between the

observations and computations ar rows an optimum vaìue for the ocean

frictional coefficient to be derived. The results conclusively show

a cons i stency wi th the convent i ona I adopted va I ues.

I n the case of Hudson Bay, a range of I i near fr i ct i ona I

coefficient between 0.239 cmls to O.7lZ cmls was found, âlthough

most values are in the neighbourhood of 0. Zjj cn/s. When quadratic

bottom friction is implemented as a dissipation termr âñ optimum

vaìue for quadratic coefficient of o.oo234 is derived with an

overal I average of 0.0028. The deviation of the derived values is
largely due to the inaccuracy of weather information and partly due

to numerical approximatíons, ignorance of the low frequency effects
and ocean tides and inaccuracy of the reference altimetric-derived
geoid. Also the low magnitude wind speed associated with the

selected time periods may further signify the dominance of the above

quantities. The high values of linear coefficient of o.ll2 cn/s and

quadratic coefficient of 0.00\65 in Hudson Bay can have uncertain

but significant meaning. They might simpl y indicate an

underestimation of current velocity in the bottom friction law, but
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with the avaiìable information in this area, this can not be

explained.

f.Jith some improvement in the sea model, the procedure is extended

to a different area, .East china sea and yel low Sea, for more

detai led testing. The weì I known ocean tidal phenomena in this area

suggest the incìusion of ocean tide. Also the wind speed is chosen

to be in the range of typhoon (up to 40 m/s) to study the influence

of stormy env i ronment on the ocean bottom fr i ct i on study. The

quadratic coefficient obtained through the objective optimization

show a much smaì ler deviation ranging from 0.002j to o.oo27 with a

mean value of 0.0025.

Undoubtedly, the accuracy of the results in both areas have to be

subjected to certain error bounds simply because the concìusions

rest upon a ser i es of steps, each of wh i ch has poor I y def i ned

sources of error that are difficult to quantify. Assuming aì I these

smal I unresolvabìe problems are negl igible, however, the numer ical

values of the linear and quadratic bottom friction coefficients
obtained in these areas are acceptable for storm surge type or ocean

tide modelìing.

The s i mu I at i on of the response of the sea due to the

meteorologicaì forcings has clearìy demonstrated the importance of

the transient sea state in SEASAT altimetryr ârì effect which is

frequently ignored by most SEASAT users. By combining the wind

prediction modeì wi th the i terative hydrodynamic model I ing scheme,

one could routinely make this type of transient sea state

correction. This procedure can be incorporated wi th compìex tidal
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modelìing for more detailed oceanographic satel I ite data analysis,

where other g ì oba I types of ocean t i de

information on tide.

particularly in some areas

models fail to give precise

For about /80 comparisons made between the sEASAT-ALT inferred
winds and the geostrophically sea surface winds, a mean difference
of 'l.4 m/s and a standard derivation of ì.8 m/s are obtained over a

range of wind speed from I m/s to lO m/s. The resuìts of comparison

show some degree of correìation of winds between two sources as

described. However, it is stiìl difficult at this stage to make any

general statment on the accuracy since the reì iabi I ity of both

methods has yet to be fully determined. whereas the accuracy of the

wind speed derived from the mean sea level pressure depends on the

quaì ity of the charts, the three-branch ìogarithmic relationship,
which is used to retrieve wind speeds from sateìlite aìt¡metry, h/as

obta i ned through the use of bouy measurements and sh i p repor ts .

These data conta i n i nherent uncerta i nty. The ma i n advantage of
using wind prediction model is its continuous estimation of wind

speed pattern and its use of mean sea level atmospheric pressure

data, so that the wind may be closer to the ground truth than that
der ived from remote areas aìong track satel I i te sensor.
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